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To my dear Mother, 

Brothers and Sisters 

– to whom this diary is 

dedicated – I 

Must confess that 

these notes savour 

of the “I did so and 

so” Yet I presume 

that what befell 

Me is what is most 

interesting to you 

---------------------------- 

 

Palestine.           Edwin 

January 3
rd

 1918 

--------------------------- 

 

 

                   Remembrance 
NOTES ON THE LIFE OF SAPPER 

E. PAYNE 

 

Year 1917              3
rd

 Book 

 

Jan 1
st
 –Position controlling Signal 

               Service of Turbes, Cuculuk, 

               Nevolien Topolova,Prosenic. 

               We are stationed at end of  

               Orljak Nullah, on the hills. 

               I go out with Lt Darling 

               Inspecting “lines”. Finding out 

               No2 line broken across river 

               Struma I ride back to camp 

               at top speed (about 2 ½ kilos) 

               and return with two drums 

               of D3 which we proceed to  

               lay on side of Cuculuk 

               Bridge and join with Sergt  

               George and Lt Darling and I do the                         

                job 

  

 

Jan 2    Day in camp. Letter No 35 for JC 

             Nos 12 -22 snaps sent    

            (Ack  2/4/17)                      

Jan 3     - D.R. – Turbes & Dragos 

Jan 4    - With house demolishing party 

             get signal poles & firewood. 

             Had whole day out – 3 limber 

             loads got. 

Jan 5 -  D.R. – Letter No 36 to Mother 

             Letters to Ada & May (G.E.) Ltrs 

             From Ada saying Albert home  

             on leave from Sat 16 Dec to 

             Boxing Day morn. I meet 

             Frank Overton Dragos &  

             also Fred  Ewington nearby  

             where he is Cpl. a/QtrMstr to 

             a detachment. He has been 

             offered a commission and 

             entered for it. Portrait card 

             from Bishop of Exeter. 

Jan 6 -  Cpl. Clarke going on leave 

 

 

Jan 6– tomorrow so Cpl Fryer 

Cont     & he give a supper in their  

             dugout to Bernard, Carter, 

             Jones & I, after which we 

             enjoy amusing game “Donkey” 

             & “Thank You” with cards 

             followed by hot milk 

             (a la primus stove) and we 

             retire to our own domiciles 

             about 10.30p.m. I have 

             given J. Clarke list of Kodak 

             requisites. 

Jan 7 -  I answer Willie & Sid’s 

Sunday  letters & Wills, also enclosing 

             letter to Sid Hambelton, 

             telling him of section  

             changes &c, and recalling 

             old times; giving him 

             Will’s & May’s addresses & 

             invitation, asking also 
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              re diary notes of his, & my wish 

              to compare with mine later 

              on.  Enquire if he has diary still. 

Jan 8 -  DR in pouring rain which 

              continued all day. In evening 

              Sergt. Passey marched those of  

              us who desired (6) to Orljak 

              to see the DLI Pantomime 

             “Alladin,” and tho’ it rained       

              all evening the wetting we  

              got was well paid for. 

              Finest show I’ve seen since 

              England. Orchestra of violins 

              cornets, drum, triangle &c 

              in first- rate style. Four 

              Chorus “Girls” & four lads; 

              “Fairy” (a pleasing representation  

              that would have deceived any- 

              one, were it not given close 

              to the firing  line – for a 

 
 

                more charming “girl” would not 

                readily be found anywhere) 

                Also Alladin was a very 

                humorous type of actor. 

                There also was a few odd 

                Characters such as Alladin’s 

                Ma; a Jockey; a Doctor (7ft high) 

                A few villains &c. The scenery  

                was faultless. Altogether 

                excellent. This party is 

                on a 3 months tour. Our Div’l 

                commander was present. I’ve  

                seen many worse “Shows” in 

                England @ 1/- and upward 

                many a time. 

Jan 9 -     I escort Greek wagon to  

                Nevaljen with load of 

                poles & wire for IFF. 

Jan 10 -   DR to Turbes & Drago. Bernard 

                and I share 20fr worth of canteen     

 
 

 
 
 
 

Jan 10 - Stores. Gift of Field Cds & K.E. 

Jan 11 - D.R.. I give Frank Overton my 

              Turkish Shell cap to take home 

               if poss. Letter from Ada- 

              Christmas Day news re Albert & 

              also ack’ of Xmas card on 

              Xmas Day, with joy, also to say 

              Ada & G are sending a photo of 

              me to each others 

Jan 12 - Wet morning. I had been 

              Ordered to escort wagon with 

              21 poles & wire &c. to Cucaluk 

              village, leaving wire & few 

              poles ¼ mile beyond Ferry 

              on way out, for new T. in to 

              No. 3 line to a possible battle 

              hqrs. Lt Darling & Cpl. Fryer were 

              out to meet us for the purpose ,but 

              rain poured down, only abating 

              sufficiently for them to leave   
 

                camp and “chance the rain”. 

                So they two rode off and left 

                word for me to follow with 

                wagon if rain abated. I had 

                to repair wagon “again” before 

                starting, and rain started 

                again but Sgt George told me 

                to go so we went off “in it” 

                while the lads declared that 

                we shouldn’t get it back  

                whole (wagon) and I was 

                doubtful myself seeing I’d 

                had to spend many a weary 

                hour repairing it on different 

                journeys. (The rain was  

                heavy enough to stop 

                Sgt George & his poling party). 

                About half a mile out 

                from camp we met Lt Darling 

                & Cpl Fryer on their return      
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               journey, the former enquired 

               if we wanted to turn back 

               but seeing we were about wet 

       thro’, we said we would do 

   the journey now. So he went 

   home saying ”I’ve had enough 

   of it, but Cpl. Fryer will 

   go back with you I’ve no 

   doubt. And if you three  

   go on and do the job as well 

   you’ll have to have a week in 

   camp to recover as you’ll get 

   soaked”  What a rough ride 

   it was too --- Mud knee deep 

   in many places & the wind 

   driving the rain in our faces. 

   The animals tried to shield their 

   eyes by walking three quarter on 

   style. When we reached  

   there, we put the horses “Ginger 

 
 

               “Kitty” in a ruined house, the 

                part of roof remaining & so  

                forming some shelter. We 

                ourselves took shelter at the 

                batt’n signallers, who kindly 

                got us some tea & a slice of 

                bread & “possie” each, which 

                we much enjoyed. Then the 

                sun came out suddenly 

                about 1500 and when the 

                storm had cleared away 

                we noticed the Bulgar’s 

                Hills peaked with snow, 

                So we returned to Ferry 

                and in 1 ½ hrs Cpl Fryer & 

                I had laid the new T. in & 

                poled it over the sodden  

                ground, getting boots full 

                of water, while Dr. Dockety 

                looked after wagon & horses.  

 

               We got back to camp half 

               chilled at 18.30 & “got down to  

               it” in our blankets. 

Jan 13 -  Fine day. I’ve a lovely  

               cold after yesterday. In 

               camp drying my clothes. New 

               shirt & puttees issued to me. 

       14 -  Nice day. D.R. to Turbes & 

               Dragos. I see Lt Green as (the 

               notorious aviator, at Orljak) 

               & another go up and “cut off” a 

               Taube, chasing it  until it finally 

               settled at 52 kilo with Lt. Green               

               hard in pursuit, and settling beside  

               his unfortunate captive. 

               Parcel 30 received. Mrs. Dollimore 

               enclosed Ginger biscuits. Mother 

               has received photo snap of 

               myself. Letter to Ada 

               Field Card to Mother, 
 
 
 
 
 

Jan 15 -  To Cuculuk with our O.C. at 

                a stretch gallop most of the 

                way ;  on to Nevoljen, after 

                which I patrol No 1 line home. 

       16 -  Out at 11.30 with our O.C. 

                to escort a Signal Officer 

                from HQ round our “lines” 

                for an official inspection  

                of a typical Brig. Signal  

                Service. We go to Nevoljen   

                Letters from May, Ada & 

                one from Will, in which 

                he anticipates the pleasures of 

                entertaining “we soldiers” 

                after the war! 

        17 -  D.R. to Turbes & Dragos. 

                Letter No 37 to Mother, 

                requesting Helen to give 5/- 

                for Eddy’s birthday (14
th 

Feb) 

                also for printing frame Paper 

                & H salts. 
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Jan 18-   I am sent to mend broken 

   line at Field Ambulance at 

   Baskoj village 61 1/2 kilo, 

   so have either to go a wide 

   angle route round main Seres  

   Road (about 14 k. each way) 

   or go up a Pass from Coles Kop 

   Orljak, to top of Peak where is 

   Sivvi village on a sort of Plateau 

   sloping away gradually on further 

   side to main road, about 2  

   kilos further (60 kilo). I went 

   the latter way. The mule track 

   rises to a height of 2000 ft 

   above the plain where we are 

   so it was stiff climb, and  

   in places I had to lead “Ginger” 

   (my mountaineer) where incline  

   was worse. It was a rotten 

   day, & rain clouds were 
 

enveloping about one third 

   of summit & driving over in 

   a stormy fashion, and as I 

   had not used this pass  

   before it was no pleasant 

   sensation to ascend to the 

   uncertain heights in the 

   clouds. When I was just in 

   the clouds, like a dense fog, 

   they drifted for a few minutes 

   and enabled me to take in  

   the direction, and again the 

   driving rain came on &  

   it was bitter cold. On 

   reaching the top, the track 

   descended gradually to the  

   main road about 2 kilos 

   further. Here I might add,   

   the road  ( such as it was ) 

   winds along the top of the 
 

 

 

               range of hills overlooking 

               the plain, and descends at 

               the lower end, and 

               winds down the ridges of 

               graduating hills to the plain. 

 

 
                   

               When I reached main road 

               the rain and wretched  driving 

               wind came on again, 

               stinging the face & hands. I 

               sheltered in a forage barn 

               when the worst came on 

               but I was already soaked  

               from the knees downward 

               & cold. When it abated 
 

              I went on and reported at 

              the Ambulance Orderly Room  

              and they told me to see 

              Ernie Kershaw, when I asked 

              for him, & tell him to get  

              me some tea & food from the 

              cookhouse, & I was only too 

              pleased to accept the offer. 

              So “Ernie” (one time orderly 

              with us at Hortakoj – now 

              Corporal) got me some stew & 

              tea, & I went in their tent, 

              after he had helped me to 

              tie up “Ginger”& feed him. 

              My hands were blue with 

              cold, hence his help. It 

              was about 1.30pm when 

              I got there, having been out  

              since 8.30 am. At 2 o’c I set 

              about the line, & about 1 ½ kilo 
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               away found the break & from 

               its exposed nature I found 

               it necessary to put up a pole 

               crossing over a newly made 

               horse track where line 

               crossed it. This I did, “cadging” 

               some poles off a wireless 

               station (some buckshees) , & 

               by the time I had done this 

               & repaired another crossing, & 

               got line “ thro’,” it was 5 o’clock. 

               So I made speed back & arrived 

               in  camp before it was quite 

               dark 6.15pm. The rain had  

               ceased at 2 o’c. 

Jan 19 -- DR to Turbes. Fine day 

               Sergt Cotter RIFE Orderly Rm 

               gave me his photo taken Xmas 

               1916 at Orljak. 

Jan 20 -- Letters to May & Herbert 
 

Jan 20 –Wet day. I stayed in camp & 

(cont)     repaired Greek wagon. Snow  

               & rain storm all night, on hills. 

Jan 21 - Everywhere colder with rain. 

Sunday  All morning spent on horse 

              dugout stalls. 

Jan 22 - D.R.  Sergt Passey takes photo 

              of Bernard & I. Very cold. 

              We have half an hour at football 

              in the evening. 

 “    23 - Very cold. |Labelling lines 

              Nevoljen – Cuculuk. 

 “    24 - Exercising horses – cold 

              Morning, Sergt George next for 

              Leave on orders 

 “    25 - D.R. walking in 5 inches 

              of snow which continued to  

              fall. I took “Ginger” in afternoon. 

              I was told to walk in morning 

              owing to a misunderstanding 

 

 

               It was a good 40 minutes          

               walk. Section had gone out 

               after breakfast knocking the 

               snow from the aerial cable. 

               Pay at 2.30pm. Letter from 

               Ada enclosing mounted 

               photo of myself at Baskoj. 

Jan 26  - Snow continuing. DR runs 

               reduced to one daily while 

               snow continues. No rations 

               brought up to dump today, so 

               half rations served from 

               existing stores. Pack mules  

               supercede Motor Lorries from 

               Lahana (52 k) upward on   

               a/c of bad state of road. 

               Bernard Scollick, my pal, is 

               transferred  to Railway Signal 

               Section  Base, resulting from 

               an application made in Jan 

 
 

              1916. he had orders after 

              Dinner to proceed at once      

              & be in Salonika next 

              evening, a distance of 75 k. 

              It rained (in lieu of snow) 

              all the afternoon, and I helped 

              him pack up, saddled up 

              “Ginger “ & “Kitty”, and got away 

              from camp at 3pm. I was 

              to take him as far as 60k  

              where he would take his  

              chance for a limber wagon 

              down to 52k next day. 

              On reaching the bottom of 

              hill from camp we had to 

              ride thro’ the foaming 

              Orljak Stream, now swollen 

              to about 4-5 ft. deep and 

              so got our legs wet for a start 

              as the water was up the 
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               horses chests. The mud to 

               the main road was knee 

               deep, most of the 2 kilos: 

               and the main road was little 

               better than the distance 

               covered down the Nullah, 

               and looked like a sea of 

               mud and water. When we reached 

               69k. we met Frank Overton 

               (Corpl of Machine Guns, 6
th

 

               Leinsters) who was also trans- 

               -ferring to Railway as a 

               shunter (his old “civvi” job) 

               I left Bernard with Cpl.  

               Smith,F.P.O. for the night. The 

               latter sent back a message to 

               Sergt George, his pal, which 

               read as follows:- 

               “Ben George & Co. – I have 

               put your Scollick up for 

              the night, but I notice you 

              didn’t send his rum ration   

              down with him - yours             

              Smithy” Bernard promised 

              to let me know of his 

              arrival. Freezing hard 

              at night. 

Jan 27 – All day spent cleaning 

Saturday  horses &c. Pioneer Hand 

               of ZCO comes for temporary 

               duty in office. 

      28  -  Parcel  No.31 received 

               and letter 31 acknowledged. 

               I give H. Sproston the print 

               of me with ash tin 

               sent by Ada. I send No.38 

               letter home, enclosing  

               sketches of comic Tommies 

               done by Hagel S. also 

               photo of Sgt. Cotter 

               RIFE   O room  
 

 

 

 

               (NO.23 to collection) 

               DR. in afternoon, I go 

               to see Fred Ewington, but 

               learn that his detachment 

               has gone to Jungle Island. 

               Rain at night  

Jan 29 – Wet all day. Letters from 

               Helen & May. 

“     30 – Letter to May, enclosing 

               Hagel’s sketch. Letter to 

               Ada. Fd card to Helen. 

               Letters from Will, stating 

               new address:- 52 Richmond  

               Road, &c. letter from Ada. 

               D.R. for Cpl. Fitzgerald 

               who is sick, mud plentiful 

               rain having fallen all  

               night& part of morning, 

               in which we gave horses 

               their morning walk round          
 

               to warm them tho’ out 

Jan 31 -  DR to Turbes. Rain in 

               evening.  Pnr. Will Hand 

               ZEO shares my dug-out 

               on hillside up nullah (2 

               kilos  from 74k. main road 

               & 2 kilos from Turbes) as 

               Bernard has gone. WH is  

               a very nice chap, after my 

               own mind & style, so we get 

               along together fine. Sgt Pressey 

               gives me negative of Bernard 

               & I with my horse, ready for 

               DR to Turbes.  So I print  

               a few copies before sending  

               film to Will. Bad weather 

               has reduced rations a lot 

               but new scale on orders. 

               We’ve been able to add 
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               to our food by canteen 

               stores bought from friendly 

               units canteens.  Letters 

               from May & Albert.  Sgt. 

               George goes on leave & Cpl. Gully      

               goes with him to 64k, both are 

               mounted, former on “Billy” which 

               was his own particular horse. 

               Gully returns without Billy 

               & says he left Billy where he 

               had dropped dead on the  

               return journey. Several fellows, 

               I included, are offered  two – 

               days course on pigeon keeping 

               I accept. 

Feb 1
st 

-  Photo No 24 – Orljak Nullah 

               25–Struma (Orljak area) 

               26-Orderlies, Schollick & Sgt.G  & 

                                                   horse “Billy” 

               27- Part of Camp on hills (Sgt.   

                                                   George                      

       & Motor Cyclist’s dugouts in foreground 

       Iron Signal Office in centre. 
 

              No. 28 – A scene in Orljak stream-             

                                                                ( bed  

              29 - Schollick hand me dispatches    

                                                      (for Taubes 

              Letters to Albert & Will 

              enclosing film & request for a Pkt 

              of Paget Prize S.T. Paper. 

              Letter No 39 home, enclosing 

              24 to 29 (ack’d) 

Feb 2 to  Feb 3
rd

 - Nothing doing     

                                              save routine etc. 

  “   4
th

   Kitty & Ginger clipped at YJ 

              I see H. Normanton 

       5
th

 - Went on No1 line dis to Nevoljen 

               leave my washing which I 

               had just started & which had 

               not been done for a fortnight. 

               Heavy rains had filled the  

               swamps so deep that in following 

               the line I had to go in water 

               that reached my feet in the stirrups. 

               I didn’t get back from this rough 

               ride till 6.30pm when dark 

 

 

Feb 6
th

 - Moved to “Rest Camp”? Orljak 

“      7
th

- I go to see W. Hand while at ZCO 

              I hear that Frank Newham, 

              who was in Carlow with us, 

   is sent home to England sick   . 

Feb 8
th

-  hail & snow all day. We are cold 

               in the tents. Horses have to 

               be walked round to warm them. 

 “   9
th

  - Snow all day. Bitter cold.      

              We spend most of the day exercising 

   the horses & mules. Frost again at night    

   so we put horse blankets under the 

   rugs over the animals. A draft of 

   infantry men come to our brigade, so we 

   have to give up the tents to them & live 

   in the filthy broken down houses or “dens” 

   Nine of us are in the room next the  

   Signal Office, so no one is lonely. 

   Sgt. Slinger comes to our brigade, in 

   place of Sgt. George, Sgt Parry also away 

   sick with boils. 
 

Feb 10
th 

Fine day tho’ very cold still     

               Fd cards to Mother, May & Ada. 

  “   11
th

  Tommie Burns & Jack Kennedy 

               return to Section. Fine day. 

  “   12
th

  Inspection of Gas Helmets, word 

               Passed to expect Company O.C. 

               to take 9am parade next day. So we 

                                                          clean up. 

 “   13
th

   Full marching order parade 

               Inspected by Capt Wemyrs, also 

 horses inspected, and he is satisfied. 

 Parcel 32 received, enclosing box of 

 chocolates & tin of biscuits from Ada 

 Letters from May, Ada & Sid Hambelton, 

 and letter from home ack’ “some photos”. 

 Parcel & letters for Bernard, forwarded. 

 Went to Revue -“All Aboard for Blighty” 

 which was very good, the “girls” good. 

 Feb 14
th

 A.D.V.S inspects our horses 

               and is displeased, & tells us  

               to get them some straw. He tells 
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us they are half starved, - which we 

already could have told him, as 

they had been on ½ rations for several 

weeks & the cold nights were telling 

on them. Will Carter’s mare “Nigger” 

 is dying with cholic & Kitty has a 

touch of some sort of fever. 

This morning I should have stated 

 “Kitty”, my mare, was missing when                    

we turned out for feeding, she 

 having torn up the straw which 

 I had buried round a boulder of 

 stone in her efforts to keep warm, 

 as it had been a bitter wind frost                    

I ran round all the neighbouring 

piquet lines but found no trace 

of her, I returned and got a hasty 

breakfast & set out mounted on  

“Ginger” & rode round a large area 

inspecting columns of horses out 
 

               Feb 1917 

exercising, &c, and finally made 

a second trip to the Mobile Vet. 

Hospital, and looked round on my 

own without asking anyone, as 

they had said that she had not 

been seen when I went before b’fast 

I found her (as I had suspected them) 

tied up in furthest corner of their  

ground, and soon proved her identity 

and claimed her. I gave her a run 

round to warm her. Reg Newell 

comes back to the Section. We  

mounted men are to have longer 

hours on the lines, while the dismounted 

men play football most of the day, 

as it’s a “rest camp”? so there is 

grumbling and discontent, made 

worse by the bad handling by Gully. 

Carter & I stay with “Nigger” till she 

dies at 11.15pm, everything was done 

                                         for her   
 

Feb 15
th

 - Bitter cold wind continues 

               We had to ride animals to 

    graze at Megurka, & stand 

    in the wind with them from 

      9am till 11.30 the chronic wind 

    pierced one thro’ ones’ clothes. 

    Exercising in afternoon & in 

    evening. Making the hours 

    from 7.15am to 7p.m. except for 

    meals. This arctic weather keeps 

    us busy! Kitty has a “ball” given  

    her by Vet Sgt. Raeborn. 

 “  16
th

 - Grazing as yesterday, Kitty 

               too bad to go. Letter from Ada. 

    Letter No.40 home. Fd Cd. to May. 

 “  17
th

 -  O.C. Sig. Company inspects our  

    stores. I am stableman for day. 

    Letters from Herbert \& \Bernard. 

    I complain to Lt. Darling our officer  

    of  Corpl. Gully’s treatment of the 

               men                                                           
 

and ask for a change off the “lines” 

on that account. He don’t want 

me to leave the horses, and promised 

to consider the matter. Cold abated. 

Feb 18
th

    Sunday  - Kitty still queer, 

is under Vet. Observation 

Tom Clarke our cook is warned for 

leave; & won’t be able to return to Section 

We subscribe £4.15s  for him. Sgt. Slinger 

& I go on dis on RIFE line, after dark, 

and discover it broken & retied up for 

a clothes line by the ignorant guard. 

So we told them to clear off the  

washing, and told them the names  

of their ancestors  - buckshee! 

Lt. Darling arranges for Gully to go on 

leave and he will not return to us. 

Feb 19
th

 -   Weather milder, grazing as usual. 

  “    20
th

 -   Ditto    I am to remain on 

         lines pending Cpl. Gully leaving 

 

18
th

 - contd – Letters to Ada, May, Albert, 

Herbert 
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Feb 21-  Wet morning. Letter to Bernard   

  “   22 - Out riding with Lt. Darling & 

   Lt. Barker on “Sacovka lines” 

   (our new area) stayed for lunch 

   At ZBI on our return from 

              Jenakoj &c. I went out and visited 

Pte Atkins & Sgt Fitch 30
th

 Field 

Ambulance, & while spending half hour 

in tent with some ZBI chaps. Dr. Jones 

proves to be a relative of Mr. Jones, 

Pond Hill, Hatfield, and shows me        

a photo of his young lady with 

 Mrs. M.de C. G. Elmsall’s dog, late 

of the “Briars” Newtown, Hatfield.  

Feb 23 -  Stableman. Very cold wind.  

I buy V.P. Kodak from Cpl Brownley         

for 35 drachmae for Carter who pays   

me back that sum on delivery. 

Feb 24 - Afternoon off for Corps Sport so C,  

              Leigh, Spros. & I go to see Harry 

  on the way, and take Kodak 

 
 

which I borrowed from Carter and  

Cyril snaps me & I him, and at Harry(sic) 

place we get a group of four taken 

by “Wadey” after which we go on 

to sports for ½ hour & return in time  

 for tea. 

Feb 25 -  Sunday – I take snap of 

Sgt Raeborn who has kept Kitty 

for a week under his own care 

during which time she has recovered. 

I rode to Sacavka with Lt Darling. 

Letters from Helen, May & Bernard 

Feb 26 - Carter & I meet ZBI linesmen 

   & patrol complete set of lines. 

   “  27 - Section moves to Sacavka. 

      Carter & I go out mounted 

   with Mr. Darling and revise 

   some circuits, arriving back in 

   time for dinner. In afternoon 

   we help to dig windproof dug- 

              -out for the horses. 
          

 

Feb 28 - I am sent out on N0 6 line, after 

              Forster & Kennedy, to inspect it, 

   and clear a fault, and report 

   condition of line, while others 

      improve loose poles or broken 

   support wires, &c. 

March 1
st
 - Wet day – Stunt postponed 

    “      2
nd

 -I was camp linesman for 

         the day. I correct Y.B.G. line, 

sounder line, & F.E.G. line, and at 

 12.30 am warned to be ready for 

Stunt, to move off mounted, at 2pm 

along with Carter, wearing equipment 

necessary 

We were to overhaul lines ready for 

a night attack, to connect up certain 

line, as directed by Mr. D. when I left 

camp; so as to use a battalion Battle 

Hq. for a temporary Brigade Hq. Carter 

& I were at work at the test board by 

the river at various points on the lines 

till evening, when we went forward   

to trace the Kalendra forward lines 

to about 500 yds beyond Jenakoj 

so as to facilitate ready repairs at  

 night if necessary. At 11pm a  

very successful attack was launched 

 ------- meeting very little opposition 

March 3
rd - 

and it was over by 1a.m. At 2a.m 

we were relieved by the Battn. Signals 

who took over their own office again 

and we walked back to camp by 

moonlight, the journey taking 1 ½ hours 

and when we got to Sacavka  

we sat down for a spell & went to  

sleep (or at least some of us did) in 

the road, till we were woke(sic) up by 

the others, and reached camp at 

4 a.m, and slept till dinner time. 

March 4 - Letter No 41 to Mother, enclosing 

     Print No30 –“Orljak Village”, letters 

to Bernard S & to May (birthday) Fd Cds  

to Ada, Will, Albert, May, Herbert                 to Ada, Will, Albert May, Herbert 
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               VP camera brought from England 

March 4- Parcel 33 recd.     1917 

   “       5 - Fine day, so we take animals 

grazing. Cpl Clarke & Sapper McCoy 

return from leave, John C brings   

back V.P Kodak & 11 films & some M.Q. 

developer at total cost of £2..3s.2d 

I share cost with him, as arranged, and 

pay him 27dr, and it is arranged for 

me to keep the “stuff” 

March 6 - I expose one film to test  

                 camera. Lt. Darling develops it for 

me, but we are waiting for some S.T.Paper 

March 7.-  Ride to Jenakoj with pack mules 

               as well, for straw, & bring back   

two mule loads. Letter from May. 

I  see Fred Ewington, who is in next 

camp to me, and we had a chat on 

home topics, and he gives me Parish 

Magazine. 

March 8 -  Letter to Ada (enclosing 

                  some flowers). Card to Mother.  

Mar  9 - DR to Division.& special to Wessex       

              Bridge. Powerful wind at night. 

      Letters from Ada & Will (enc‘G’ light P)  

 “ 10 - Cpl. Fryer go mounted and 

              label lines on further side of 

              Struma. 

 “ 11-  Parcel & letter for Scollick forwarded. 

           Parcel No 34 received. 

           Field Card from Bernard S. 

 “ 12 - Letter No 42 to Mother 

           I took photo of two Turkish 

           prisoners. 

 “ 13   DR to Division. I see 

           Cyril Leigh, who is transferred 

           to Hq, and give him neg &    

            print of himself. 

           I develop 2 films, which 

           are entirely successful. 

 

 

March 14
th

- Stableman at Sacavka   

               Letter from Albert. 

               Munden pays 5fr for share 

               in photo paper, and gets 

               2 photos & the film, to start 

           *  with, in part return for 1/- 

               No 31 print –Kopaci – Beresford 

               leading our captured “buckshee” 

               bullock to Demetric our new  

               camp: taken 

               No 32 & 33 first bridge 

               crossed by our troops, near  

               present “Wessex Bridge” our 

               Section crossing the bridge 

               Lead by Lt. Smith, our signal 

               Officer, our division was the 

               only one in this “Advance” (sham) 

               taken.         Letter from Ada 

March 15 -   No.34 photo – Two Turkish 

               Prisoners. 

March 15
 
- No 35 – Cutting timber at 

                     Sacavka. 

           No 36 – Ditto 

       “  No 37 – Dinner time some 

           of the Section. 

       “  No 38 – Jimmy Neil (just 

           transferred to R.E. Signals 

           from RIFE Signallers. 

       “  No 39 – Cpl. Fred Ewington 

           my pal from home 

      “   No 40—Sergt Raeborn, A.V.C 

           att. to our Hqrs another friend 

      “   I give J.Clarke one each of 

           Nos. 32,33,34, & another one 

           of Spros – Mac & himself together 

           Present of film & two prints 

           to J. Turner, & Bob Emmett. 

     “    Munden pays 1/- for his two 

           photos 

     “    Present of film & print to J. Neil 
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March    Present of one No 32 to 

        15
th

 Sproston                 (2 frames) 

    “         Forster, 2 prints & film of himself 

    “         Two transport men 1p & film each 

               2/0 Transport Corpl 1p & film 

Mar 16 - Expecting Brig-Gen to look round 

               but he doesn’t come. 

               so Carter & I go mounted & reel  

               up loop of No. 10 line at Megurka 

Mar 17 –St Patrick’s Day – “Buckshee” 

               beer for troops in our Division 

               and half-day off for Sports 

               I am D.R. to Div. in morning 

               but in afternoon I watch the 

               fun & enter the sack race & 

               three-legged race running in 

               the final heat in former, 

Letter     and third in the latter. While 

 No 43    the sports are in progress 

 Home    a great “strafe” is seen over  
 

March 17 -  Prosenic & Kalendra Wood   

           but no-one in our Div is killed 

           tho’ we thought we would 

           be recalled. However, things 

           quietened down, so I had tea 

           with Harry Normanton, and 

           returned about 18.30 with 

           Cpl. Wootton, who had a torch, 

           and as it was a very dark 

           night, we used it to advan- 

           tage and got back at Camp 

           (at Sacavka) about 20.00. 

Mar 18 - Letter from Helen. Letter to 

           Will, thanking him for the 

           Gaslight Paper & enclosing a 

           print of No.37. Forwarded 

           letter to Scollick. 

           Five of us go to CO R.A.M.C. Service 

           and are pleased with it and 

           intend to go again. 
 

 

 

 

1917 

Mar 19
th

 - Out at 08.30 with Sergt 

               Slinger’s Party (mounted) 

               Poling part No. 10 line. 

               Sergt S.& I strip partly and 

               Wade knee deep in water 

               on flooded area next to 

               river to straighten two poles. 

               No camera fiends in sight! 

               I give Clarke 1/6  share in proceeds 

               and he makes it up to 5fr. for 

               share in paper. I write to 

               Kodak (Egypt) Ltd, 30 Rue 

               Cherif Pacha, Alexandria, 

               Egypt. Sending P.O. for £1 

               For self toning paper. 

Mar 20 -  Letters from May (enclosing 

               enlarged photo of myself) & from 

               Ada. I get a note from O.C. 

               and ride to Field Coy. and 

               unsaddle, and with the 

           Sergt.Major  I get the use of         

           a carpenter’s bench and start 

           cutting labels for re-labelling  

           “lines”. The Bugler being my  

           friend, gets me steak & tea for 

           dinner, after which I continue 

           my carpentry and make 70  

           labels, get some paint & copper 

           wire, and stencil plates, ready 

           to number the labels tomorrow. 

Mar 21- Carter & I stencil the labels 

           &  in afternoon I put them  

           on the four sets of “lines” 

           this side river. Sergt. George 

           returns to camp from leave. 

           Lovely weather.  I buy two 

           of Bulgar Tree photos 

           off Sergt. G. Carter pays 

           12 fr. For half S.T. paper 

           Sent for from Egypt (Kodak) 
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Mar 22- Carter & I finish labelling 

               all the “lines”. Letter to 

Ack sent Ada, enclosing “Bulgar  

 19/4/17 Tree” gaslight photo. 

  Mar 23 -Letter to May, thanking her 

                for sending photo,& offering 

                three more – two of which 

                I ask for.  DR to YJ. 

Mar 24 -  Letter from Herbert, forwarded 

                To May, with note from myself. 

                Out with a party mounted 

                to Jenakoj , relaying lines.   

                { I sent home a parcel 

 Recd       {Of woollens – waistcoat, 

 7/5/17     {Helmet, 2 scarves, 1pr mitts  

                {1 china cup from Serbia, brass   

                {shell cap and (when made up) 

                {watch chain, souvenir knife    

                {from old house in Orljak cost    

                {me 1fr.90 to send 
 

Mar 25
th

  - Sunday – I see Fred E 

             and his friend Spr. C. Lewis 

             who I spend 1½ hours with, 

             in Fred’s tent. I had asked 

             Fred up to tea but on 

             account of some camp change 

             he couldn’t come over. 

             C. Lewis exchanges some photos 

             with me, I give him one 

             of Bulgar Tree. He gives 

             three—Number 

             41 –“ Johnny Greek” transport 

             42 -  Indians beating mealies 

      43 -  Greek balcony 

Mar    - Letter No. 44 home (recd home) 

 26th     Lewis gives me 66 sheets 

      Matte Solio Paper. I lend 

      Carter 22 sheets. 

      Carter & I raise river crossings 

      And divert No2 line direct 

 

 

Mar 26 -  Our Bde practice new         

(cont)      method of attack. 

Letter from Scollick 

Mar 27 -  I see Lewis at Fred’s 

               place and he gives me 

               photos Nos 44 – some 

               jolly R.E’s, 85 Field Coy. 

               No 45 – Struma, a moon – 

               light night. No 46 – Field 

               Ambulance in billets. 

               No 47 – Demolishing the 

               temporary bridge shown 

               in 32 & 33 prints by 

               R.E’s. No. 48 “Dear Mother 

               I am at present living at 

               a farm – (after Bainsfather) 

               No 49 – Hospital Sister taking 

               a walk with the Pardre (sic) near 

               front line.  No. 50 – Ruined 

               house in Mekes, when 

  
 

Mar 27- first discovered by our 

             troops they found an old 

             woman nearly dead, so a 

             Medical Officer came to her  

             aid,  but she died nevertheless 

             and the R.E’s buried her 

             at the back of the house 

             and erected a cross over 

             her grave with the epitaph 

             “Here lies the body of an 

             old lady”. No. 51 – our 

             best aviator “Jimmy” Green  

             whose machine is shown 

             on photo. He has accounted  

             for a large number of enemy 

             machines.  No. 52 – an  

             old archway dubbed by 

             one of our troops as the 

             “Marble Arch” 

             Five of our men & Sergt. Slinger 
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Mar 27 -  go to Kalendra to lay double  

(contd)   cable to H.A. Bde  & being a 

               Wet wretched night, they 

               Got wet thro’ but don’t get line thro 

Mar 28 -DR in morning, in afternoon 

               Carter & I go  out, while Sergt 

               Slinger  to finish the wire       

               Job takes C.Prince with him,   

               and while they go on  

               to finish  Ormondus end of  

               line (Camerons) Carter & I 

               extend the pair of wires 

               for metallic  circuit from 

               Seres Rd bridge, under arch 

               of same, for which I borrowed 

               trench waders to get thro’ 

               the 2ft of water flowing 

               underneath and along 

               a bank along back of wood 

               to Sig Offices, starting at 

 
       

Mar 28 - about 5o’c and finishing at 

(contd)dusk (about 7.30 pm). Having 

             done most of the work in 

             broad sunlight only about 

             ¾ mile from Bulgars lines 

             Kalendra 

             it was a wonder we weren’t 

             shelled, seeing that at same 

             bridge our M.cyclist had 7 

             shells put after him & his 

             machine – mentioned in 

             Situation reports – day before. 

Mar 29 -Carter & I clear all lines 

             from linesman’s post on 

             Struma and reel up some 

             spare lines. Lt. Withers our 

             new Officer takes first 

             Parade. Lt Darling 

See **  having gone on 3 months 

over      course, y’day, to England 

leaf       Spros & I arrange with C Lewis 
 

 

Mar 29 -  to get some of his work    

               published. Spros gives 

               him prints for an 

               article in the “London” 

               Magazine 

Mar 30 - C. Lewis moves to Orljak 

               to his Hqrs. Fred also is  

               moving tomorrow to same 

               village. I am Stableman 

               and we have saddlery 

               inspection at 2pm, and 

               the new officer leaves  

               a bad impression with 

               the men. Orders are 

               posted up for a hazard- 

   -ous scale of parades, which 

   will have the effect of 

   making the men “swing it” 

               when on detachments.   

   

    **       Mr Darling on leaving the         

 Section had a farewell Parade 

 and in his speech he said ”You 

 know, probably, that unfortunately,  

 I have to go to England for a 

 three month’s course, and I can 

 hardly say how sorry I am at 

 leaving you fellows, because you 

are such a splendid set of men, 

There is no doubt whatever that 

 this is the finest Brigade Section 

 in the Division. If I have at 

 any time shown any incompetence 

 the Section had helped me to pull  

              through. I can only hope you                                                     

will treat Mr. Withers as well  

 as you have treated me; and I 

 hope to come back as soon as 

 my three months is up, and then 

 nobody will be able to contradict 

              me (laughter) I shall know 
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              everything (laughter). “ 

              Lt. Darling has got Sergt 

              Passey to photograph us all 

              so can send copies to us  

              as presents. He is a sport and 

              the men have worked well for 

              him and are sorry at his 

              departure. Also Sergt. Slinger 

              is remaining with Section, tho’  

              Sergt George is back from leave 

              and is wanted back by all the 

              Section – seeing he has been 

              always our Sergt since first 

              formation  of Section in Carlow 

              In 1914. Sergt. G. is at Hqrs. but 

              is like a fish out of the water 

 

 

 
 

Mar 31 -    With Cpl. Fryer, J. Turner, 

Saturday    & Driver Haire to Komarjan 

             where we cut 18 poles. It 

             was another very warm day 

             and thro’ the snow melting 

             on mountain tops – river was 

             in highest flood level, and 

             was already covering the 

              road alongside in many 

             places, gradually spreading  

             over a large area. I took 

             photo of storks and another 

             of us in the village. Letter from 

                                                      Helen                                                  

April 1-  -- I do Photo No. 53 – 

             J Clarke, Spros & McCoy. 

             No.54 – Komarjan – Storks 

             No. 55 – Cecil Munden  ???? 

               “   56  -  Bde Band (Mekes) 

               “   57  -  Pole cutting  (Komarjan) 

               “   58  -  Scottish Band - Mekes 
 

   

April 2 -  No 59}E P (taken by J Clark 

              No 60} in tent, Sakavca:- Making 

              up a Custard from the  

              parcel from home) 

              Taken, March, 1917    

              I give Sproston five 

              more photos  I give 

              J Clark three more photos   

              I give Lewis No 32 &33 photos 

               “    Watson & Mitchell 1p. each 

               “    Davidson 1p & neg. 

               “    Sergt Raeborn 1p.& neg 

               “    Reid 3pr & neg, for 2 fr. 

               “    McCoy, 1 photo (No.53) 

               “    Harry Normanton 7p. 

 

              DR for day to YJ 

          *  Letter No 45 home enclosing  

              59 & 60 for Mother  

              & 1 each for Joe & Rosetta  

                          LOST   

              { “ to Bernard Scollick 

    ack    {enclosing No.32 & “Harry 

10/4/17{Normanton” photos. 

 

 *    Also request for Hypo: also 

       ? no 35 letters arrival 

 

 Apr 3 - Photo No 61:- Val. Watson 

              & Jock Mitchell 

              No 62 – Matt Davidson   

              (Cook)  R. C. Lewis (85 R.E.) 

              No.63 – Vet. Sergt. Raeborn 

              Letter to Albert, enclosing 

              my photo – LOST 

              Letter to Sid Hambelton 

              enclosing my photo – LOST 

Apr 4 -  Carter,Kennedy & I go  

              Replacing D1 with D5 in 

              No.2 line. I take snaps “Out 

              For the Day” & O.A.J. – Card from 

                                                               Albert                          

Apr 5 -  Forster, Burns & I continue 

              y’day job. after Marching  

              Order parade at 08.30 

              Hot day. I do my washing in    

                                                           evening                

              America to decide re War or not. 
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Apr. 6-  Good Friday – Parcel No 

              35 recd. Carter, Burns & I out 

  “   7-    Day on wire proving & reel- 

              -ing. Dis on No. 2 line at river 

              I repair it. 

  “   8 -   Easter Sunday – I attend  

              Holy Communion @ 07.00 & 

              Parade service @ 11.30. 

Ack’d    Letter to Ada (enclosing my 

May 16 photo, “to A & G” & H.Normanton’s 

              too) Note & 6 “stamp” photos  

              to Harry. 

   “  9 -   D.R. Horse rugs handed in 

              also woollen vests & pants. 

              £1 worth of Solio P.O.P. 

              recd from Kodak (Egypt) 

              8 gross. I give Carter his 

              half (4 gross) (paid for). 

  “ 10 -   Stableman. I have a boil 

              on my leg so can’t ride o     

Ack May 10 

Apr 11 - In camp. Letter No.46   

               home (Helen’s 59 & 60). 

  “    12 -Att. Hospital with a boil. 

13&14   Ditto. (Sgt Slinger & I on wagon 

 “    15    Ditto  Pte Atkins (Amb) 

               who I met at Mustapha 

               Alex,1915, also at 

               Hortakoj, prints me some 

               photos of interior Sakvaca 

               Church (Greek) 6 kinds 

               also I borrow film 

               from Sgt P and print 

               5 other views of Church. 

               Atkins comes to tea with 

               Spros & I, & I go to Ambulance 

               Men’s Service as usual at 

               7 pm, being Sunday. Some 

               mail up, after some weeks 

               delay owing to transport 

               of shells, no doubt.    
        

 

 

April 16 -   still attending daily at 

              Amb. till 18
th

 inst. 

              Sgt Slinger & I remake pole- 

              wagon from remains of  

              Greek wagon and new  

              pair of army wheels on 

              Iron axle. We only have  

              a mallet, a blunt chisel, 

              a brace & 2 bits, a Jack 

              knife, a small axe & few 

              old bolts., however we 

              don’t do so badly with 

              the odd wood we have. 

              Letters from Scollick, 

              May (2), Ada & Will 

              & Fd Card from Albert. 

Apr  17 - Still on wagon making 

              I am on my own at it. 

              Sand storm all day 

  “    18 - Jones wins a cake that 
 

Apr  18 was drawn for by each 

              tent ( Sent out for Mr. D). 

              Finish attendance at Amb. 

              Invitation to tea on next 

              Sunday by Pte. Atkins. 

              Wagon work. Letter from Ada. 

Apr. 19  Photo No.64  Ruined house  

                                                   Demetric 

              “  65  - Cpl Ryder & friends RIFE 

              “  66  - Storks, with Greek oven in 

  background. 

              “  67  - Reg. Newell ZCA Sigs 

              “  68 - Out for day’s work’s Jenakoj  

              “  69  -   “     “    “        “          “ 

              “  70  -  Sacavka Church (interior) 

                           view from Balcony 

                           used for Women & children 

              71 & 72  Left wall (facing front) 

               “ 73- Balcony, once used for 

                       the women & children (Greek) 

                       Church built 1904. 
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             Photo No74    Priests’ Pulpit                

                “   75   Priests’ Seat 

                “   76   Altar front   

                “   77   Left wall from 

                            right rear corner 

                            showing front of balcony. 

                “   78   Oil Painting of Christ 

                            with Silver Halos 

                            size about 3’ x 2’3” 

                “   79   Outside of Church, 

                            stone & cement. 

             Gift to Munden 4 of 

                  Church 

             Ditto, Cooper, 2. Ditto 

                 “     J Clarke, 3 Church. 

                        1 of No 57. 

                 “     Spros 4 Church, 1 Dinner time 

                        Group of some of Section 

                 “     1 Komarjan, pole cutting 

                 “     Forster, 1 dinnertime group 

 

 

 

Apr 19   “ Blighty” papers sent to  

(cont)     Herbert & Albert with 

               greeting. 

Apr 20    D.R. to Div Letters to 

               May, Ada (Ada’s recd 10/5/17) &* 

      *                                        Mother(No.47)    

Enclos    Will (enclosing May – 

 ing         Nos 59 & 68.  Ada – Nos 68 &57  

 No. 31 - For Kate No. 68. Will – No 

 50 Photos     59,68,57.   Mother – Nos 

+                    70,75,78,79 for Rev. J. J. 

                                                     Antrobus            

               Also request for Mother to 

               keep £3 of Remittance of 

               £10, dated 28/4/17 for clearance of       

               things I’ve had out here, 

               and covering cost of book 

               by Herbert Jenkins (just out) 

               entitled, “The Tenth (Irish) 

               Division  in  

               Gallipoli”: being notes on 

               exploits at Suvla & Anzac.      

               Wagon makes successful      
  

 

 Apr  20    trial journey to Komarjan 

(con) 

   “    21-   Wagon out to Jenakoj 

Saturday  Dinner of Roast mutton 

              green peas, & tea, cooked 

              by our enterprising Cook. 

Sunday 

   “    22 - Extra ordinary Dinner 

              by Matt Davidson & Beresford 

              Roast Mutton, Green Peas 

              Potatoes, tea & Jam & rasin(Sic) 

              Roll. So at this we 

              could not restrain our  

              praises of Matt. The best  

              cook we have ever had. 

              So we subscribed 1fr apiece 

              Letters from – (Photos 1 – 36) 

              Mother & Helen ack’ No 42 &  

              Letter.   Fd. card from 

              Herbert, Letter from Ada 

   Dated 1/4/17 

Mon 23 -  Prince & I patrol No. 5 

               Line, & I visit Lewis at 

               Jenakoj & get some prints 

               from him, and give him 

               Pkt of S.T. Paper (28 sheets) 

               & Nos.76,77, & 79, also 69 

               I give Fryer 2p No 57. 

Tues 24 -  Letter from Herbert 

                Parcel No.36 recd. 

                Containing shaving & toilet 

                (Pears) soap from Will. 

                Pkt ½ pd. S.T. Paper & C.de O 

                Printing Frame. Field 

                Card sent home in answer. 

Wed 25 - Stableman. I have a  

                Second boil on my back. 

Thurs 26 - Att B three times per day 

                At Amb. Horses branded at 

                YJ. Kitty’s No.  “10 SIGS” off 

                Fore, “4 –2” near fore foot. 
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Thurs 26  -   Letter No. 48 home for        

Ack 16/5/17 Mother’s Birthday 

                      Rumours that letters posted 

                      from here Mar.28 –Apr.5
th

 

                      gone down.  I? it in May 

                      letter, also enclose answer 

 to ivy, Joe & birthday note   

                      & card to Rosetta & Card to                           

                                                        mother 

                      & No. 68p.  Wet day. 

Fri 27} –      Att ambulance three times 

& Sat 28}     daily with boil. Saturday 

                     evening go to Amb. concert 

                     and come home in heavy  

                     rain. 

Sun. 29  -    Issued with “P.H.G”.Helmets 

                    & bivey (sic) sheets & pegs. 

Mon 30  -    Dinner of beans & mutton. 

                     At tea time some horses 

                     Stampede round Signal 

                     Office & knock over a couple 

 
 

                of poles & dis a line. But 

                for the firmness of the wire 

                supports the whole service 

                would have been disorgan- 

                -ized. We soon put it  

                right. In evening we have  

                a Gas Parade with the new 

                P.H.G. Helmets, in the smell, 

                “tacky” feeling, & taste of   

                the mouthpieces, made 

                us nearly sick. Many 

                of the lads declared that 

                they’d sooner be gassed 

                than wear one. We had 

                to practice putting them 

                on from the slings in 7 

                seconds & from “Alert 

                Position” in 3 second so 

                after each attempt there 

                was much spitting and 

 

                     spluttering. When we got 

                     the order to do a bit of 

                     Squad drill with the 

                     helmets on, we found 

                     with misty eyepieces, 

                     that we were wandering  

                     about like a lot of 

                     lost sheep. Much tittering 

                     proceeding from inside 

                     the helmets. As soon 

                     as parade was over there 

                     was a rush for the water 

                     buckets in which (as 

                     generally) reposed the 

                     same soapy “mud”  that 

                     9 or 10 had used that 

                     morning, besides one or  

                     two  buckshee scroungers 

                     from other tents, Into 

                     this we dived to remove 

 
 

                that sticky sensation that 

                the chemical leaves on 

                the face & neck, and also 

                to refresh?  Ourselves. 

Tues 1
st
-  Letters from May, 

 May       Will & from Mother & 

                Helen, ack’g receipt of 

                No.44 letter home, containing 

                request for hypo, & use of 

                some of my remittance home. 

                I cease attending Ambulance, 

                as the boil is cured. Very 

                hot day. 

 

Wed 2
nd

-
 
 Kalendra Patrol is ambushed 

                by Bulgars & one officer & two 

                RIFB  men are killed, also 

                some of the enemy. Tonight 

                our Patrol of 20 men will 

                wait for them to fetch 

                their dead. Fields glorious 

                with flowers.          
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                     Photos from C. Lewis 

                     No. 80 – “Mosquitoe Straffers” 

                     Draining flooded 

                     Area at Jungle Island 

                     Wood. Feb 1917. 

                     81 & 82 – Football at Sakavca 

                     83          - R.E.s Billets, Mekes 

                     84         Greek transport 

                     85          “     labourer in  RAMC          

                     86 & 87 Hawk  (Maj Turner’s) 

Wed 2- 

(cont’d)        Forwarded Herbert’s letter 

                     To Albert & and another 

Ack           photo & note (first photo (59) 

29/5/17         sent having been sunk)   

 

 

Thurs 3  -    Very hot day. I make 

                     shade over Kitty’s stall. 

                     Section is “gassed” for 

                2 minutes in a tent in 

                which fumes are produced 

                over a candle flame, by 

                Staff Captain & Qtr. Master 

                in turn. This was to test 

                our helmets. There was no ill 

                effects thro’ the gas; which 

                proved the value of the 

                Respirators. 

                Newell gives me a packet 

                of Paget Prize S. T. Paper & 

                I give him 4 prints (74, 

                75, 76 & 78. 

                Cpl Clarke, & Watson & 

                Forster have Malaria. 

                In fact many of the  

                Section have had several 

                attacks lately; as about a 

                dozen had it last year, 

                and in consequence are 

 

 

 

 

Thurs 3  -     liable to a recurrence 

(cont’d)        during hot weather. 

                     We are getting well 

                     fed lately, roast 

                     mutton & beans (butter 

                     beans) for dinner several 

                     days. 

Friday 4 –    paid 25 Dr.        Out 

                     with Sergt Slinger’s party 

                     poling at Jenakoj 

                     I see Lewis of 85 R.E. 

                     who gives me some 

                     photos:88 to 93. 

 

 

 

                     Also shows me his 

                     Idea for Souvenir Pictorial 

                     Album of Macedonia & 

                     Salonika. I offer to 

 

 

 

                write to 

                Acme Toning & Ptg Coy, Watford 

                For estimate. 

Sat 5    -   D.R.to Y.d. I call & see 

68 print    Harry Normanton. I send 

To HN     C. Lewis 50 sheets Solio S.T. 

                Paper, & letter to Acme Tone 

                Engraving & Ptg Coy, Watford 

                For estimate of above. 

                Also 93 7 94 prints. 

 

                Photos— 

                No.88 – R. Struma looking up 

                Stream towards Jungle Island 

                Bridge. 

                 “    89 – 90 – House destroyed by 

                       shell fire  Jenokoj attack 

                “    91 - Turkish prisoners 

                “    92 - Bulgar      “ 

                “    93 - Snow dummy of Kaiser  

                                                                   Bill          

                             on Struma Front 
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                     Photos-       

                     No 94 & 95  Sacavka Church 

                     Head of interior (Altar end) 

                     Letters from Ada, Helen 

                     & Herbert saying is 

                     in 15 Gen Hospitl 

                     Alex wounded 

                     in left foot & left  

                     arm muscle (triceps) 

                     He was hit at “Samson 

                     Ridge”, the very place 

                     where the Gates of 

                     Giza stood when  

                     Samson picked them 

                     up & carried them  

                     away. One bullet 

                     passed thro’ his 

                     photo wallet which 

                     was in his left 

                     breast pocket, thro’ 

                     dear Mother’s face, 

                and glanced off a 

                steel mirror behind 

                it into his left arm 

                muscle. His letter was 

                dated 26
th

 April, 1917 

                I forwarded his letter 

                to Albert specially censored. 

                Also I wrote a letter to 

                Herbert enclosing photo 

                59 & expressing sorrow 

                & promising 10/- next 

                letter & also to send 

                him books. I meet Fred 

                Bagnall at Field Amb. 

                Concert. 

                He has been admitted  

                with Malaria & is to 

                go down the line on 

                Sunday morning. He 

                wishes to be remembered 

 

 

 

                     to Mother I send 

                     my kind regards to 

                     his people. Go. is  

                     near Whitehall now. 

                     He & I had an hour 

                     Chat after Concert 

                     and I left for camp 

                     at 21.45. 

Sunday 

6
th

 May -     Stableman. ”Fenton”  

                     Jones is admitted 

                     to hospital 

                     while many of the 

                     fellows have boils. 

                     Some have recurring 

                     Malaria so we look 

                     like losing some 

                     some off the strength. 

Mon. 7-       At 13.00 Lt. Withers & 

                     Sergt Slinger & 5 men 

 

                including myself, set out 

     mounted with 6 drums 

      D1 cable. We laid a line 

     from CA wires (70 kilo) 

     up from the hills to Saltikli 

     village where our IFF were 

     to manoeuvre next day 

     we laid line below the 

     tract round sides of hills 

     and were successful in 

     getting CA at end of 3 drums 

                 cable, but failed in reach- 

     -ing the Church of village. 

     Being a hot afternoon 

     we had lost several pounds 

     In sweat? So we went 

     to nearest cottage for Nero (water) 

     as the village is still 

     inhabited by Turks & Greeks 

      a Greek child came to the door 
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                     and as soon ran in 

                     again in fright, at 

          once an elderly Greek 

                     woman came to door 

                     and in a volume of 

                     language bade us by 

          signs to stand clear 

          of door, then brought 

                     us a French Soldiers 

          water bottle full of 

              water which we “scoff- 

                     -ed” after which Sergt 

                     Slinger by way of thanks 

                     gave 2d to the child, 

                     & we went to see to 

                     our line which we 

                     then traced back to 

                     half mile distance. By 

                     this time it was about 

                     1900 so the 4 men we  

 

                sent home, & I remained 

                with Lt. Withers & Sgt. S. 

                and tested line again 

                in short stretches till 

     we got within a few  

                yards on both sides of 

                the fault. So as we 

                could see nothing wrong 

                with it in the moon 

                light, we cut out the    

                length & put in a new 

                piece of wire. We didn’t 

                get home till 2235. So it 

                was near midnight when 

               I got in bed after feeding 

             my horse and myself. 

Tues 8 – Making a Dixie Range 

             for the cook. I feel 

             tired from y’day.  Faulty 

             piece of line examined & 

 

 

 

 

May              wire broken inside 

8
th

  -              insulation 

                     I give Jimmy Neil 3 photos 

          No. 32& 33 & 54. 

 

          Letter 49 Home 

          Enclosing souvenir 

Ack          Letters from Ada & 

3/6/17         Will’s children, also 

          Photos 3 Sacavka 

          Church, also 59 & 60 

          & 57 for Helen also 59 for Joe 

          57 for Rosetta. 

          (Mother’s set held 

          over for next time.) 

May 9
th

 -     I finish Cook’s range for 

          7 dixies which is great 

          Success. 

May 10
th

 –    Dick Atkins gives me 

           a book “Guy Garrick” 

 

 

                which I shall send to 

May 11 - D.R. I see Harry Normanton 

     who is on a Stunt that  

                morning to Turbes 

May 12 - With a party laying 85 RE 

     line from Battle Hq as to 

       Megurka, where they moved 

     to. Beresford has dressed 

     my boil for me  

        for 3 nights. 

May 13 - Letter to Ada (recd), May  

Sunday   & Will in one letter. 

     enclosing no 68p to W ref- 

                for sending S.T.Paper 

Monday     . 

May 14 –Letter to Mother, per S Passey} 

     Enclosing prints 51 – 69         } 

     & post cards of Sec at             } 

     Jayladgik,P916. No 49A          }   

               Letter.) also a few odd letters  } 

  CANCELLED                 Greek Balkan                                                                                 
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May 14 –       Letter also to Mother  

                      enclosing 12 films, & a 

                      snake skin. Both                               

 letters enclosed in a                          

 bundle add.  To Miss                         

 Sprowston who will forward             

 to Mother.CANCELLED                            

rec’d              Picture Birthday Card 

16/6/17           To Wref 

May 15 -       Registered letter to 

 Herbert enclosing P.O. for 

 10/-  (dated 16/5/17) 

May 15.        Letter (No.49B) to Mother 

 Per Sgt.P. enclosing 

 Photo nos.61 

  “       “ 70 – 97 inclusive       

 Mr Humphy one No.59 

 Helen No.97 one 

 Mother No 59 & four 

 of Sacavka Church 

CANCELLED 

                96 p –Hawks 

                97  ---Transport 

          Letter & 2 post card photos from May. 

                Sproston has 240 sheets of 

                Solio Paper sent him, & gives 

                it to me. 

May 16 - We hear rumour that 

                another mail from home has  

     gone down. 

     ZBI were in a stunt with 

     ZCO & YBH Div. on our left, 

     yesterday, with much suc- 

     -cess, 160 prisoners taken 

     altogether, over 80 by our two 

     B’des. R. Irish Rifles were 

     complimented today for  

     ground work. 

May 17 - D.R. to YJ.   Letters from 

     Albert, & Ada (ack’ Bulgar 

     Tree photo) 

 

  

 

May 18 -       Out grazing animals 

           in morning & out with 

           Cooper on No. 3 line dis. 

    “     19 -     Out grazing at Spy Tree 

           and return with wagon 

           load of Clover. 

    “     20 -     Photo of my mare & I 

  Sunday        on & off duty 

           No 98 & 99   taken 11/5/17 

           Developed by Atkins. 

           We go to R.A.M.C. service 

            as usual. 

      “  21 -      Wagon out to Spy Tree 

           for grazing horses & forage. 

           Letters from Ada &  

           Jim Naden giving his 

                   address. 

       “   22 -    Letter from Helen. 

                      F Cards to Ada. 

 

 

 

May 23 - Fd Card to Will. Letter to 

     Sid Hambelton & May. 

                enclosing Program of 

     St. Patrick’s Day 

   “   24 -  Nothing doing 

   “   25 -  Stableman. I give 

    Beresford 4 p. of trio 

           “        1 p of four at 

         dixie range. 

    Matt Davidson & his brother 

    2 p & 4 p 

    Cpl Wooten, 3 p of himself 

    G Cooper,    3 p    “   “ 

    Sgt. Conor & his 3 men 1 p. 

     each of group. 

    (RAME blacksmiths) 

    in return for making me 

    an iron shoe for wagon 

    bar, which I fit, also 

    I put new shaft on & 

    repair wagon. 

    I send Lewis some Hypo 
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                      Recd 14/6/17 

May 25 -       No. 50 letter enclosing 

 (cont)           photos Nos 98 & 99 to 

  Mother also 59, & four 

  p. of Sacavka Church & 

  97 photo to Helen. 59 to 

  Mr. Humprey, also 

  Greek newspaper & 

  Snake skin also 

  letter to Jim Naden. 

May 26 -       Grazing 

  “     27         Staff Captain gets 2 men & 

Whitsun        1 Corpl from IFF & Sgt. S. 

   makes 8 of us draw for 2 

  of us to go out with them 

  to camp on bank of river 

  in wood, to cut poles for 

  mess shelters for Infantry; 

  & our wagon to come out 

  daily to fetch poles we 

  are to cut. Prince 

 & I were the unlucky ones 

so we packed our kits 

to go out with the others on 

the wagon & we set off at 

12 noon (an hour late) so 

we couldn’t wait for the hot 

dinner, with jam roll, which 

would have been ready by 

12.30. we travelled via 

Karadzikoj ( where I bought  

some tinned lard &c) and 

over Komarjan Bridge, onward 

along left bank of river, four 

kilos to Gedeli Ferry, and  

we couldn’t find any trees 

on that bank (stated on 

our permit) At the Ferry 

we were overtaken by  

Brigade Major  & Staff Captain 

who also had come same 

 

 

 

 

way & agreed there were 

no poles so at 3 o’c they 

left us, rode to Suarbaugha 

for a fresh permit and 

said he would return 

at 4. Soon after they 

left, rain came on, so 

we cover pack sheets over 

wagon, got under it, Soon  

Prince began to shiver 

with ague & by 5.20 we  

had made some tea & 

Prince was worse, so 

we set off for home, kits 

& all, pending fresh orders 

in morning. When up 

to Marion village the 

Staff Capt. Overtook us  

& after we had explained 

our reason for leaving, 

 

he said we might as well 

go to Wood & settle down 

for night. Rain had abated 

so we went to Chasseur 

Ford & put up a bivey with 

open ends (on wet ground- 

ourselves wet too) we put 

in our wet kits & opened our  

blankets and got down, but 

not to sleep, thousands of 

mosquitoes swarmed round 

us all night, we had a 

net, but it was of little 

use, as it was on our faces 

& they sting us thro’ net. 

the buzzing & stinging kept 

us miserably awake, and 

about 1o’c in morning we 

smoked cigarettes & I had 

  damp cigar which I had 
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in my pocket – nearly 

choking myself – trying 

to smoke-out the 

“blighters”. None of us 

Whit -           slept ‘till about 3 a.m 

Monday        when we dozed a bit till 

about 5.45 when we  

about up and made some 

breakfast & went & had                                                                                               

a wash in a canvas 

bag in water from the 

river. “Harry” one of the  

chaps, “snapped” me & the  

Corpl, having a wash 

(No 106 photo) We  

cut 90 poles, mostly in 

the rain and adjourned  

for some tea which the 

elder fellow had made. 

I made a smoke bonfire 

 

                for those with wagon to 

find us by. Sergt. Slinger 

rides up about 2 o’c & says 

he has been on the road 

6 hours, leaving Mitchell 

& Driver Nowell (“Manchester”) 

with the wagon in Marion   

over 2 hours ago, so he went 

back & fetched them up & 

then loaded up half the poles (30) 

& I told Sergt.S. what a rough  

time we had & he said he  

would see the officer, 

about it. I should have 

stated that Prince was 

so ill, I had to make his  

bed up on the wagon with pack    

ropes & Dr. Haire left him   

at Field Ambulance at 

 

 

 

Demetric. So there is 

only four of us camping. 

In evening Carter brings 

tomorrows rations & a 

letter from Ada & Fd 

card from Albert. & 

we remade a mosquitoe- 

-proof shelter with our 

4 pack sheets & 4 bivey 

sheets & made the front  

with the netting so 

while the others are 

telling yarns I am mak- 

-ing these notes (9o’c.) 

Getting down now, and 

we have straffed the  

pests out so we hope 

to sleep well. Good  

Night – thinking of  

dear ones at home as 

usual, God bless them. 

May 29 - Lovely fine day. Our wagon 

takes back 40m poles & Hq 

limbers 25. I take photo 

No 107 of our mosquito 

proof Bivey & my companions, 

No 108 photo of our pile 

of poles cut in the jungle 

No 109 p. of wagon loaded 

ready for camp. No rations  

come so we will have to 

wait till 9.30 for our b’fast 

 & have had no tea 

May 30 - We are surprised to be 

Wed.       woke(sic) up at 4.45 am by 

noise of wagon & Jock Mitchell 

& Driver Malthouse, who had 

got up at 3.30 to get our rations 

in time for b’fast (very good 

of them) he brings note that 

I will be relieved Thursday 

 Lovely fine day. Our wagon 
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May 30  -     They load up poles & have 

Cont          a bit of breakfast with 

us & I take No 110 photo 

of Malthouse & his mules 

in (“my”) wagon & go back 

about 10am after a look 

round. It seems that  

no-one from Section wants  

to come in my place to stay, 

unless forced. Sgt. Slinger’s 

note to me says he is sending 

two more men from the  

infantry by next wagon. 

They seem to like me well 

enough in our little camp. 

We cut our two loads of poles 

(about 60) & then Hqrs wagon 

come for their load of 30 poles 

& bring the two new men 

 

& are very ready to help & do 

what I ask them. Dr. Docherty 

comes with tomorrows rations 

at 4.30pm & says I am to come 

in first wagon tomorrow. 

We have been sending Matt 

Davidson our cook some logs 

in each day. The Corpl in 

charge of the other fellows 

will take over the job of  

sending in about 60 per day 

as 1000 poles are wanted  

By 15
th

 June. Already 155 

sent in for 3 days here. 

I am writing by candlelight 

in the bivey (now about mosqu’ 

proof) while others play a  

game of cards. I have also  

photos of (No111) the  

two new fellows, also 

 

  

 

 

 

May 30 -      No 112 photo of 

(cont)           Harry Rumble,  

                     168 Sixth 

Avenue, Manor Park 

Little Ilford, Essex 

Letter          (Near Seven Kings, Ilford 

From          Barkingside) 

 Ada          Rumble takes No.113 

of me up Ladder Tree 

 

11884  Pte McGiffin,. W   “C.Coy. IFF 

   4174  Cpl. Mullen, J.“D.Coy” 1 fr. Paid 

  Pte. Parkin, E  “C.Coy” 

             Pte Tennant, E “C.Coy                                                              

 

May 31 -      We are awakened 

at midnight by swarms 

of ‘squitoes(sic) and we 

wonder how they have 

got in, after lighting 

candles we discover that 

 

Harry Rumble on going out just 

before we got to sleep, had 

returned & omitted to close about 

2 inches of space on the door- 

 -way, hence the rush of visitors 

we cinged & squashed them 

till 1o’c this morning &  

when we had killed nearly 

all, we slept fitfully till 

about 7 am. Awoke to find 

the sun shining in the bivey, 

got breakfast, before which 

I washed & shaved (top lip 

& all) & then took No.114 

photo of Pte McGiffin, W  

& Cpl.       Mullen No. 115 

I  loaded both wagons at 

10.30 & having packed my 

 kit, I said a cheery “So long” 

and came away with our 
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May 31 -       wagon, thro Marion 

Demetric, Cerkeskoj 

Mekes (about 11 kilos) 

back to Sakavca, very 

pleased to be away 

from the mosquitoes, but  

not my friends – with 

whom I got on very well 

I promised to do some  

photos for them. On 

road home I snap some 

Indians i/c of mules 

grazing. No 103 photo 

“Kitty” was pleased to see  

me tho’ Bob Emmett had 

looked after her well. News 

to hand that our troops will 

soon evacuate the plain 

for health reasons. 

Letters from Ada, enclosing 

 

 

copy of Herberts letter 

 home. Letter from Mother 

ack’ No.46 letter with 59 & 60 

     prints to Helen. Letter from Herbert 

Lost         Letter to Ada, answering 

Recove    five letters to me & enclosing 

-red      6 post cards of Salonique for 

from sea birthday, with greetings & 

later         photo card of Section last 

                year. & Herberts letters. 

June 1
st
    - parcel No 37 rec’d. 

Sergt Slinger, Carter, Forster, 

Mitchell & I go & reel up 

No 6 line Kalendra line 

to Jenakoj from South Wood 

the line, which was on 

the ground, & laid last year, 

was overgrown with 

clover & thistles up to 8ft 

high so we had an 

 

 

 

 

 

Awful time poling up 

the wire out of the growth 

& carrying spare drums, &c 

We were out from 8.30 

a.m. to 6pm. After tea & 

dinner together, a good  

wash is fine. 

Acid Hypo & Gaslight 

Paper in parcel 

. 

June 2 -        I stay in camp till about 

3 pm when Saltickli “line”  

goes dis I mended one 

break halfway up line 

and then have to mend two 

more places where the 

200 odd mules had 

broken it on their way 

back to their lines as 

they passed me on my 

way up the “line” 

 

June 3 -    D.R. to YJ. I see Harry N 

                 and give him p.No. 59. 

In evening at 6 we are 

inoculated for Cholera 

June 4 -   We are going to move 

to position N.W. of here 

so Sproston, Jock Mitchell, 

& Cpl. J. Clarke are sent 

in advance to prepare 

Camp & Sig Office. Wire 

comes thro’ that 2
nd

 Cpl. 

J. Clarke has been 

awarded Military Medal 

New times for hot weather 

Reveille 4.30. First Parade 

5 am. Breakfast 5.45 a.m. 

2
nd

 Parade (working) 7.0 

Lunch 11. 3
rd

 parade 3 pm. 

Dinner 4.30. Stables 5 – 6. 

     No 103 & 104 to Munden 
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M Donald, 4 photos (2fr) No102                                 

June 5 -        No 51 letter home 

enclosing P98 to George, 

W ref, Helen, May, 

Mr. Humphrey; also P.100 

to Mother, Helen & Joe 

which is of me bareback 

seated on “Kitty”. 

No101p . Bob Emmett on 

          “Kitty”, my mare. 

 “   102  Mc Donald the 

          HQ Postman on his 

         Mule ready to start 

“    103Indians (Transport men) 

“     104 R.A.M.C. advanced 

                     Dressing station 

“     105  Bainsfather’s “Alf” 

          at above 

June 6 -        Reeling up No. 5 line, 

Divisional Band is lent 

 

 

To our HQ for 4 days & 

plays a good selection 

nearby, which makes us 

feel like we did at the 

Flower Shows before the  

War. 

June 7 -    I mend the wagon again, 

as Dr. Nowell let his 

mules run away with it 

down the hill from 

Cakirli village where he 

had taken some stores 

breaking one of the bars & 

a few of the woodden(sic) 

dowels. Dick Atkins takes 

photo of me on Kitty after 

a dispatch ride of 30 Kilos. 

June 8 -    DR to YJ.    Birthday 

                Greetings to Helen in 

No 52 letter enclosing 6 

Postcard views. 

 

 

 

June 9  -        Out with Sgt. Slinger 

 reeling up lines. Kitty 

 kicked me on the right 

knee while kicking at 

flies while I was  

saddling up. Came in 

at 3 o’c wet thro’ from 

a thunderstorm. 

June 10 -       Sunday. Rest. I go 

to Fd Amb. Service in 

the evening, at which 

Divisional Chaplain 

addresses us on the 

text “Quit you like  

 men – be real true men” 

More than men we cannot  

be – less than men God 

grant we never should be” 

I send some of my kit 

to new camp. 

  

 

June 11 - Out at 8 o’c with Sgt. S 

& Prince clearing No. 2 

line from the tall clover 

and grass which had buried 

it, ready for reeling up 

at 10p.m. on Wednesday. 

We worked right thro’ 

the day & were not 

finished till 4.30p.m. 

when we saddled up 

and rode home, arriving about 

5.45p.m. we cleared  

Book to   it from North & South 

Herbert    Wood to Jenakoj. 

Letter from May thanking 

me for photo 59 & 68 

June 12 - reeled up No 4 & 3 lines 

     while Cpl Fryer reeled No 7 to 

                Kalendra. 

June 13 -Jones, Neill, Newell, Cooper  

     all go to new camp 
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June 13        “Natty” Jones goes to Orljak   

(cont’d)        Bridge for Bde Major’s 

Telegraphist for retirement  

Only the mounted men 

and a few details left. old camp 

Kalendra line is to be 

reeled up after 8.45p.m. 

so I have orders to 

reel up North Wood “T” in 

with four infantry signallers  

to help me. This being 

part of a big scheme for 

reeling up the whole 

line from N & S Woods 

Kalendra, to the River 

at Jungle Island Bridge. 

24 infantry signallers & 

12 of our party were on 

this work. All our Battn’s 

had been transferred to this 

 

June 13 -  one “line” remaining & all 

(cont)       others previously reeled up 

There were six parties out 

Forster & 3 men South Wood 

I & 4 men North Wood & 

end of main line. Sergt S. 

& a number of details in 

including Dr Dockety Spr Kennedy 

Pte. Melin (our orderly) & about 

4 men. From River to Jenakoj:- 

Cpl Fryer & party. No. 8 line 

T in too Left Battle HQ, & 85 R.E. 

Spr. Carter, Pnr. Turner, & 3 men 

each. Pnr. C. Prince - Machine  

Gunners line -- The time 

for cutting the line was 

8.45: & 10p.m the time for  

the Company of Infantry  

to evacuate the Woods, 

outpost. 11p.m. the time for 

 

 

 

 

the troops to leave Jenokoj 

I arrived at the Signal 

Office in the Wood at 

the time for cutting. At 

once I cut the line & set one 

man to ease in on a length 

wire while I set the others 

on reeling a second length. 

First man calls that he has 

the wire tangled up, so 

I have to run back & clear 

it for him, then I leave  

him & another to reel it up 

while I went ahead with 

other two: they were easily 

lost, so I left them on 

the pathway while I 

dragged up the wire 

and after a lot of hard work 

I go to the main line 

and cut out my wire & 

reeled it up. Then I 

sent one man to find other 

two and he returned to say  

he couldn’t find them 

so we three left reeled 

up about 600 yards off  

end of main line, to 

allow Sgt. S’s party to 

pull it in more easily 

to a point halfway back 

to Jenakoj. By this time 

it was 11.30p.m. 

and very dark, & as the troops 

(outposts) had all gone 

into Jenakoj at 10o’c 

my men had the breeze 

up a bit & wanted to 

get back. So we got back  

to Sgt.S., and when we 
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got opposite the big tree 

(which had been blown 

up to prevent the Bulgars  

from “Observing “ from it 

later on) I called Sgt. S. & 

getting an answer, made 

for him & found him  

left with two men  

only, the rest, pack mule  

& all, having gone while  

he was away forward to 

meet me. He was in a  

fix having all his wire 

dragged in & coiled, in 

lieu of the drums on the 

mule, so we sent on my 

two me and one of Sgt. S’s 

with as much wire as 

they could carry, back  

to Jenakoj, while we  

 

Photos No’s 116   Sproston 

Beresford, Matt. Davisdon 

& his brother beside the 

“dixie “ range I made for  

the Cook’s shown. 

117 – Mr Adams, the Quarter 

         Bloke’s man. 

118 -  2
nd

/Cpl Frank Wootton 

          I/C of ZCA horse lines. 

119  - A.S.C blacksmiths at 30
th

 

119A Field Ambulance at 

          Sacavka who did a job  

          for me for Greek wagon. 

120  - Spr. Cooper  telegraphist 

           taking my Kitty to water 

121   - Savjak “Lizzie” scores 

           A goal 

122  - Jungle Island Bridge 

          from Arial Bridge 

          attached 

 

 

123 - Our Indian mule being 

                                       shod 

124  - Abandoned thresher 

125  - English Traction Engine 

          finds its way to the 

          front. 

126  - Tommy gets a bathe 

127  - View from Cakirli 

128 & 129 – Spr. R.E.Lewis. 

130 -  Photo of Water color (sic) 

          drawing of Suvla Bay 

          from “A” beach, just aft 

          landing. 

131 –B eresford, Sproston & I 

       taken 20/5/17 by Cpl  Clark 

          at Sacavka.  

 

 

brought on the remainder 

& got up some more wire 

on our way in. When 

about ½ kilo from Jenakoj 

our Officer met us, having 

come out specially to hurry 

us in. So we got back to 

the Guard House where the 

Guard were fretting to be  

going, we being the last 

thro’ the Barrier, there we 

found the missing men & 

had it not been for the 

leniency of our Officer they 

would have “copped out”. 

the infantry men who had  

been helping us(?) were then 

dismissed & march off to 

Orljak Bridge & to their 

camps beyond, while Prince 
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and I set off to find Cpl. Fryer 

& his party, & we met them  

in the middle of the village 

which that same day had  

been all movement & bustle, 

now so quiet & dark. We 

loaded the wagon with his 

stuff on ours, & set off again 

for the river & halted again 

a kilo down to fetch in 

Spr. W. Carter’s party & wire 

at the Left Battle Hqrs 

finally we got the wagon  

to resemble a Signal Store 

on wheels & again set out 

for river, while Johnnie 

Bulgar played about us 

with his searchlights, it 

was now about 2a.m. 

& we got home at Sacavka 

 

at 3.30 & to bed at 4.30a.m 

absolutely “dead beat” we had 

breakfast about 7a.m. brought 

by some who had remained 

in camp, to us in bed, & got 

up about 8o’c. In afternoon 

we dismantled the old 

Signal Office, filled in old 

camp trenches, &c, & having 

loaded the stores remaining 

on some transport loaned 

to us for the occasion, we 

rode off to our new camp 

at Cakirli ruined village  

where most of the Section 

were already established. 

We got in the tents for 

the night & in the morning 

15/6/17 - we went thro’ the old 

routine of collecting the 

 

 

 

Signal Stores starting the 

dear old Camp Fatigues 

once more 

16 June -     Beresford, Sproston & I 

want to make a bivey 

together, so we start 

digging out the bank 

& ask permission afterward 

& get refused but Bere’ 

being N.C.O’s cook, uses 

his influence to good ac- 

count, & we are told that 

we can “carry on” but will  

get stopped if any more 

want to come out of the  

tents!   We start making  

horse shelters today & I  

am sent out on R line & 

arrive back in the dark. 

Letters from Ada & Helen 

with Whitsun Card from H. 

 

Sunday    Stableman. After breakfast 

17 June -  am taken off this to make 

Cooks range, which with 

the help of “Jock” Mitchell, 

I finish a 4o’c. After 

dinner & we had groomed our  

horses, I improved bivey. 

Lewis came to see us from 

his camp higher up the hill 

I gave him 131 & 103 prints 

18-           Stableman for day 

19 June - Field Cards to Mother 

May, Albert & Ada. I went 

with a Special Dispatch 

to YJ right over the hills, 

& saw Harry Normanton, 

He gave me a tin of ointment 

& a tin of biscuits “buckshee” 

20”-        Letter from Albert 

ack’ photo of myself, 
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21 June -       Letter from Herbert 

Sick with more boils. 

22 “ -            Letter no. 53 to Mother 

also to Ada & Kate 

in sympathy for her dead 

brother (killed in action) 

forwarding Herbert’s letter 

to Ada & George. Letter 

to Albert forwarding his  

letter from Herbert 

Fd Card to Herbert. 

23 “ -           Gave Spros 3 photos. 

24
th

-              Big grass fire 

Sunday        several miles of the  

Plain resembling a town 

lit up at night. Lit 

by our people to avoid 

ambushes for our Yeomanry 

25 -               Out with Cpl Fryers party 

from 6a.m to 10.30p.m. 

on new line to OB (Orljak 

Bridge) the wagon had  

to be repaired with wire 

in four places during the  

day. 

26 -         Digging Aeroplane bomb 

proof trenches. 

Letters from Helen & Mayc. 

& Mother.  Lewis calls  

again to see us & gives me 

(Recd      P121-130 also he sends 

Aug 4)     home for 51 – 80 registered. 

27-     Out with Cpl Fryer on 

new C.B line to Cucaluk 

Bridge in morning 

Greek wagon breaks 

down on outward journey 

for poles, several lots of 

which have already been 

got from Koprivi Dump 

 

 

and have been too heavily 

loaded on, hence the 

final breakage. 

28 June        Out with Fryer on C B 

line again. Forster 

tells me he saw Sgt Bag- 

nall who enquired about 

my health & I send kind 

regards. I gave Spros 

9 photo to his collection 

also 3 of mine to send 

to his friend. 

I gave Malthouse, Mitchell 

Dochety each a photo 

of wagon, taken at 

the woodcutting place. 

29 June -      Stableman., sent out 

at 1p.m. 

on R.I.F.B.line &  

was out till 5.20 p.m. 

having to relay 200yds 

across a gorge singlehanded 

on my way in I had a 

bathe in the stream below 

camp. Parcel No 38 

received enclosing tin 

of shaving soap & tablet 

of Pears from Will; which 

I let Spros have as he has 

none, & I had same in last  

parcel, also a tin of  

toffee sent by Ada’s 

children. Also usual 

powder & biscuits & chocolate 

from home. & ack of p.1 -50. 

Letter from Beresford 

who is at Dental Compound 

40 C.I.S. to get his letters 

readdressed. 

30 June - Letter No 54 home, enclose- 

ing B’day grtgs to Joe & p131  
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June 30 -       Letter from Herbert 

Sunday 

July 1
st
-        Wireless that Greece has 

declared war on our side 

Rumours at once fly round 

that we may leave 

 this front soon. In evening we  

visit Lewis & discuss the 

Souvenir Album & reply 

from Acme Tone Engraving 

Coy. I suggest a brochure 

to advertise the work & 

design one. 

 “ 2
nd -

           Spros gets parcel from 

his girl & gives me back my 

Pears soap as he has some  

in it. We go for a bathe in  

evening & I take two photos 

of the stream below Cakirli 

I develop film 

 “ 3 -             Helped to make aeroplane 

shell proof? Trench 

I gave John Clarke  p108 &110 

July 3 -    Letter from Will 

(cont)      Lewis come (sic) in evening & 

gives us hints how to  

draw. I start to practise 

for Black & White artist 

 “4-5-6    Nothing worth noting. 

 “7     Out with Cpl Clarke 

diverting part pf C Bridge  

line on the trees for safety. 

Captain E. Webb now O.C. 

of Company inspects 

the Section while  

we are out. 

I give J Clarke p132 

8 copies. Spros , several 

of same. I sell eight  

p No.133 to Cpl. Bullock 

ditto three other men (6 & 3 & 3) in 

HQ transport, total 

receipt 10 francs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 8 -          I give Stevenson neg. & 1 print 

of himself “buckshee”. 

I am stableman for day 

Spros & I progress at our 

drawing, & I get them 

criticized by Roland Lewis. 

Letter to Herbert, 

advising him to let  

the wallet wait a bit 

before sending while the 

U boat peril is on. 

Letter to Will enclosing 

Prints 131 & 108. 

Photos 

132 – Spros & Cpl John Clark 

 |                                                             (MM) 

           outside our bivey at 

           Cakirli ruined Village 

133 -  Cpls Titmarsh, Bullock, 

           Pte Madderns & Sergt. 

           Raeborn the Vet. 

134 -  One of HQ transport 

           men with Maltese Cart 

135 – The forage man & water 

            man on stable guard 

            at H.Q. 

136 –  Pioneer Stevenson, 

            Spros pal in the 

            Signal Office shifts. 

137 –   Mens Mess Shelter 

             Sacavka village.  

  

July 9 -   I patrol & repair S.D.line 

(old YJD line) & join it up 

to Machine Guns at Orljak B. 

“    10  -   on Sounder line (S.D. up) 

break repaired at 85 Coy R.E. 

 “   11 -    Sgt Slinger gives me new 

haversack in exchange 

For my old Carlow one 

which I was sorry to 

part with. He & I go 
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July 11 -        improve Sounder line & 

(cont)           make it aerial on the 

trees. Sgt S gives me some 

Hugo’s French Journals. 

Letter to May enclosing  

Print 131. 

 “ 12 -           New puttees, and am put 

on indent for boots. 

Sproston & I share the bivey 

as Beresford is still away 

at the Dental Compound 

40 C.C.S. Very hot weather 

I have gathered some fairly ripe 

plums, so we have had some 

stewed with marmalades to 

                                  sweeten 

I took two views of our bathing] 

Pool & the stream 

 “ 13 -           Letter to Ada, enclosing 

Ack’d          sketch of dog’s head for Ivy 

and p 131 to Ada. 

Fd Card to Mother. 

July 13 - Letters from Joe & one from 

con’d)     Ada, ack’Wref’s B’day card & 

programme. I send post script 

to Ada’s letter in answer. 

 “ 14 -     Out with Sgt Slinger 

on SD line making it 

Safe in Orljak. 

 “ 15 -     Number 16 & 17 boils 

(Sunday) Gave J. Clark No 131p 

Letter 55 home enclosing 

(Ack’       Prints 81 to 120, also p131 

Home)     to Mother & Helen, ditto Mr. H & 

Rosetta. Also letter to 

Joe & Ivy 

 “ 16 -      Letter from B Scollick 

 “ 17 -       Letters from Ada May  

& Helen. 

 “ 18 -      Cpl Fryer receives his 

“Medaille Militaire” 

 “ 19 -      Letter from May. 

 

 

 

 

July  20 -       Went to see a Cinema Show 

(given by Motor Workshops 

on tour) at Orljak The show 

was in the open & commenced 

                                             (sic)                                                                     

after dark (8.30 to 10.20)  

the chief picture being the  

Battle of the Ancre. Saw 

Lewis & he came too. He told 

me he was selling his  

painting of Struma front 

to O.C. 31
st
 F. Amb for 

£5. He gave me a brass  

                                   whistle 

& some drawing paper & I gave  

him 25 shts of P.O.P. The 

heat has been intense 

115º in the shade. Many 

of our fellows have “Sun 

Taps” and are very queer. 

Several have had a few  

days in dock with Malaria 

July 21 -  Issued with two sun 

Saturday   covers (for both helmets) 

Saddle inspection at 6pm 

Matt Davidson, Price & Forster “in                                              

                                              dock” 

July 22 -Turner goes to YJ for a test 

Sunday   for a fortnight, so we have 

two men short off horse- 

lines. Malthouse buys me 

3lb. sugar from Div. Canteen 

so I stew some more plums 

July 23 -  Telephone operator of Mac- 

shine Gun Company is a 

pal of Sproston’s, so he 

swaps a book with Spros 

& buys us some Chocolate, 

cigarettes, pickles, coffee 

from their canteen as 

this is how we have to 

purchase our stores. I took 

his photo for him. 

 “ 24 -      took “Quarters” photo. Went 
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July 24 -       Out mounted to IFF in 

(con)             search of an old line, & 

saw Cpl Mullen who paid 

me 1fr for his two photos 

of Woodcutting time. I 

saw Matt Davidson’s 

brother, who sent a note 

by me to Matt who is 

in “B”Sec, 31 Fd Amb 

with sunstroke. I called 

on Lewis in Orljak 

who was busy painting 

scenery for the Sports to  

be held there  next month. 

He had some films on 

loan for two days and 

had no paper, so I rode  

down in evening again 

with some Gaslight paper 

(24 shts “Velox” 2 ¾ x 1 ¾ 

14 shts “Century” G’light 2 ½ x 3½ 

4   “ Paget prize S. J. paper 2½ x3½  

15   “   Solio S. J. Paper 2½ x3½  

 24 Con   We bought 9 tins of Nestle 

milk from HQs canteen 

and I made coffee for supper. 

Wed 25 - Stableman. Cpl Fryer & I 

have to clean up the lines 

& build the stone incinerator 

as the four drivers were 

each on a job, also 

Carter was put on a camp 

fatigue & Burns had been 

on Sig. Office night duty 

in place of Newell, Sick. 

Sproston is queer with 

a touch of Malaria. 

Ants get in food so we 

have to hang it in tins. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thurs 26 -    Letter No 56 home 

enclosing Ivy’s letter & 

Ack               Sproston’s sketch also 

My sketch of Greek well & 

Greek priest. 

Matt Davidson & Forster 

come out of “Dock”. 

Fri 27 -          Sanitary man pays 5fr 

For 6 photos. 

Field Cards to May & Ada 

Sat 28 -        Sgt Slinger gives us 

Mosquito net. 

Sun 29 -       Beresford comes back 

to Section & takes his 

abode with us in the  

bivey, he is appointed 

cook again. 

Mon 30 -      We hear that our  

mail from England 

July 5 to 12
th

, sunk. 

 

Tues 31  Kit inspection. Stableman 

Wed 1
st
  Letters to Ada & May 

August   Good news of new advance 

in France, 3,500 prisoners 

taken first day, also 

many villages. Russians 

retiring in disorder & 

one Corps revolted. 

Kitty has touch of Mange 

& has to be isolated 

for 3 weeks, & washed 

in spirit paraffin oil, 

1 gallon water, 1lb soap 

or 3 tablespoonfuls of 

Creosol in lieu of soap: 

three washes in this. 

Thurs 2
nd

 Letters from Ada & Will 

& field card from Albert. 

Fri 3
rd -

    Nothing of importance 

Sat 4
th -

    Mr. Adams pays 4fr 20 for 

8 prints.  
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August 

Sun 5
th  

-
           

Letters to Albert & 

Will.. 

Mon 6
th

 -      Poor Beresford (our 

Cook & bivey pal with Spros 

& I) has a letter that 

his brother has been killed 

in France. 

Tues 7
th -          

I give Matt Davidson’s  

brother one print of Photo 

I had been sent on a  

line to see what work 

was needed to  put it 

right, and I had reported  

work for two men, so 

I was sent out & chose 

a man to come and assist  

me, & we worked on it till 

11 a.m. In evening the 

Sports at Orljak began  

so some of us went to 

 

see them. They commenced 

at 5p.m. & lasted about 2 hrs 

They were arranged to last 

five evenings and about 1000 

troops were there each night 

on this evening there was 

100yds, 220yds & 440 yds, 

races, long jump, & obstacle 

race & a boxing contest at 

close of evening. The ground 

had been properly laid out 

for a course & a refreshment 

canteen was set going under 

the trees. When I arrived 

there I saw about two to 

three hundred men lined 

up in a que(sic) for beer tickets 

and at the ticket box they  

seemed to be making slow 

progress. Also about 50 

 

 

were ”hanging on” for tea 

and a cake tickets @ 5d 

each, I found out that 

they were serving at 

the counter for money 

 so I took my chance with the 

rest of the crowd that threatened 

to push the table barriers over 

in their eagerness to be served 

with the alleged lemonade 

& tea @ 1d per pint. They had 

taken the handle of the pump 

away so that the troops couldn’t 

taste the likeness between the 

lemonade & clean water. I was 

unable to get any biscuits, cakes 

or anything to eat, and as 

they had no change, I had to 

get four of my pals to give me 

their mugs, & we had them 

 

filled twice for the franc. We 

had brought our own mugs 

the same as a school treat, lack- 

-ing the bun & orange touch. Then  

there was a sudden rush and 

we saw a crowd gather round  

a nicely arranged stage under 

the trees, and we went too 

and a merry troupe (sic) of the  

Field Amb. gave a short 

entertainment. Two were dressed 

as “Tarts” (or girls) & called 

forth much whistling and  

laughter. Then the Divisional 

Brass Band gave selections 

with alternative “turns” by the  

drum & bagpipe fraternity. 

after this there was the boxing 

which I didn’t go to see, and 

I heard that I hadn’t missed 
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Much.** there were two side- 

shows :- 12 balls for a franc to 

shy at the stuffed dolls, which 

boasted such names as 

“Kaiser Bill”, “Machonochie” (the 

Ration makers), “Tickler” (the  

jam maker), “Libby” (the Bully Beef 

firm), thus giving the troops 

a chance to get even with 

these “gentlemen”. Other names  

were “Hindenburg, “Kelly’s Eye” 

“Mrs Pankhurst” “Makeusen” 

“Conscientious (sic) Objector” “ 

                                    Fritz,” &c  

Then there was a football to 

be kicked thro’ one of four  

holes in a board painted to 

represent a man, one hole on 

either side like a hoop held in 

each of his hands & one thro’ 

his stomach. There was a 

Marquee for Officers & another  

for Sergeants only where plenty 

of refreshment was going but 

the men’s refreshments had  

been entirely insufficient. 

However, the evening proved 

a diversion from the hum- 

-drum life out here, day in &  

day out much alike. 

** - Cigarettes were given as prizes    

Wed 8 -    I took two horses to YJ for 

shoeing and stayed till the 

afternoon when I went on to  

the 30 F. Amb. & saw Dick Atkins 

and other friends I had met on 

Sacavca, he had been on night 

duty and had been asleep since 

when I arrived. He gave me 

a few prints showing them 

 

 

leaving Sakovca & also 

their present camp on the  

hills. I afterward went to 

their canteen & bought 15 fr. 

worth of cigarettes for the  

fellows in camp, as they  

had been without for a few 

weeks, and I then came 

back to YJ, got my other 

horse & came home down 

the steep mountain path 

about seven or eight kilos & 

got home about 6 p.m. after 

a pleasant day with many 

friends at YJ, including Cyril 

Leigh, as well as those at the 

Ambulance. Atkins took my  

                                      photo 

 

I sent one of these to each at 

                                     home 

10 in all. 10-17  

Thurs 9 -       Stableman 

Bulgars put 300 odd 

shells (h.e.) on the 

aeroplane ground & destroy 

three machines, 1 hangar & 

1 motorlorry. No casualties. 

Fri 10 -    No. 39 Parcel rec’d letter 

Enclosed ack’ No 50 but loss 

Of No.45. Hypo enclosed. 

    Ack      Letter No 57 home about 

the Sports, & enclosing 6 

postcards of Salonique. 

Sat 11 -    R.F.Corp clear out of Orljak.  

Sun 12 -   In evening I went to Orljak 

Bridge with Sgt Slinger & 

cut down 8 river wires. 

Mon 13 - Cpl Wootton gives me new 

saddle that was Kennedy’s 

he having gone in dock & my old 

saddle condemned. I have to  

look after Jimmy, Sgt. Slinger’s 

                                                           horse 

as well as my own. Six men 

having gone sick off the horse lines 
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Tues 14
th -

     Stableman 

Wed 15
th

 -     Letter to Herbert & Ada 

Fd Cd to May. 

Stevenson comes on the 

lines and takes over “Jimmy” 

& “Horace,” so I Have the 

Indian Mule & Kitty too 

 

Photos No 

137A  Graves of the fallen 

138**The 30
th

 Field Amb. En route for 

 hill camp during summer (June) 

139** Indians from Mule Corps, removing 

 stone rollers from Amb.house, 

 Sacavka,on their evacuation 

 to the hill camp shown on 142. 

140** Packing off timber from Sacavka 

141** Ditto 139 in foreground, tennis 

            courts for the Fd. Amb. Men, and 

            in dista nce, Divisional Band down 

            for a “livener” 

**Ambulance 

     Photos 

     June 1917 

143  Salonika 

144       “       from White Tower 

145&146Salonika 

147 R. Struma from Cakirla ruined            

                                                        village 

148   RF Corps Bear Orljak 

149 &149A  Ditto 

150           Anti-Aircraft Observer 

151 Plane over Orljak 

152           Struma from Orljak mound 

153           Orljak Stream & bathing pool 

                 with Sprs.Sproston & Sells in pool 

154           Sivri Peak from Cakirli camp 

155           Orljak Stream below Cakirli 

                 from bathing pool, looking 

                 down  stream. July 1917 

156           The Sanitary man. 

157           Machine Gun Coy. operator. 

158           Sgt’s Slinger & Passey outside 

                 their bivey at Cakirli, 

                 July, 1917. 

 

  

 

Photos  

159  Storks at Zir village 

160  Greek women road workers 

 

Thurs 16 -     Wells in Orljak dried up. 

Fri 17 -          Out with Stevenson, Carter 

& Sgt.Slinger to Orljak Bridge 

tightening up “Comic” Airline 

we worked from 8 am to 4 pm 

at there was a strong breeze 

blowing. I let Kitty loose 

to graze. Letters from 

August         Helen, Herbert & J. Naden 

Sat 18 -         Rumours of a move. 

Sun 19 -        Letter to Mother 

Ack               No 58 letter (Herb’s enclosed) 

Herbert’s address on 31./7/17} 

Montagah, B Block 14 room}  

Leaving in a week from date}  

Mon 20 -       Move on foot soon 

Letters from May & 

Ada (enclosing Boracic 

Powder) Dumping Kit 

ready for move (light) 

no-one seems to know 

where to, but we are 

moving that’s all. 

Tues 21 - and     Big fire at Salonika 

Wed 22 & Thurs 23 – Preparation 

in progress for a move 

at any time. 

Fri 24 -    Went to K69 Dump 

for one 10 cell Battery 

continual dumping of 

kit. 

Sat 25 -    Kit inspection with show 

of surplus kit to decide need 

for pack animals (number) 

Lewis lends Spros & I a  

Chas Dawson Drawing Course 
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Prospectus and we nearly 

wrote for enrolment, but 

with everything so 

uncertain we postpone 

any arrangements. 

Sun 26 -        Letter to Ada, reference 

to Chas Dawson course for 

W ref & to say I’m going to  

practice too. I enclose 

some rough sketches also 

Post Card to May 

Mon 27 -      Ack Letter No 59 to Mother 

enclosing sketch of Greek 

Macedonian Peasant, and 

some of my postcard views. 

Letters  from Helen & Mother 

ack photo 51–80, recd Aug 4
th

& 

also 81 – 120, recd Aug 8
th

 

30 – 50 supposed lost tho’  Lost 

I had ack of the same letter 

P.S. to this sent after receipt of letter  also in 

answer to Ada’s letter and request for 

drawing book & mapping pen 

in which they were sent 

as those for Rev. Antrobus 

were received in same letter 

and I assume the Censor pinched 

them. 

Letter from Ada, that 

1917        Uncle Sam has died, Cousin  

Joe died of fever in India, 

Cousin Perrin killed, & Harry 

Webb, wounded in arm. 

Tues 28 -  I found old letter from home 

dated May – which ack’ photos 

Nos. 1 – 50.  Greek Wagon is 

broken up prior to our 

departure to ----- 

Wed 29 -  Lewis brought us a copy 

of Suvla Bay Photo, and 

we are canvassing orders. 

I pay Lewis 160 fr. at night 

for orders taken. 

 

 

 

Aug 

Thurs 30 -     Div. HQ. move away. Z.C.O. 

Fri 3 -            Mule (Indian) shod at HQ(Bde) 

                      and I take blacksmith’s 

Sept              photos buckshee for it. 

Sat 1-            I give J.Clark photos Nos 

161,162,163,164,165, 

153, 154,155. 

Sun 2 -          Gave Beresford, Photos No 161 

    “     W. Walsh,     “       “   161 

Lewis came to dinner and  

I gave him List 3. and 

 paid him further 45 fr. 

 thus deducting 18 fr from 

the total of 63fr for  sheet 

 

Photos    No 161 -Cookhouse & yard Cakirli 

          162 –Picquet lines, Cakirli 

 163 -164   Watering  Cakirli 

          165   OrGak Church where 

        I took H. Communion 

        Christmas, 1916.  

 

Mon 3 -   Parade times now are 

6.30 – water & feed 

8.30 – Stables – fatigues till 12 

3      - Water & feed 

                5 .30 -Grooming, feed, forage, hay  

                                                                  up. 

Go out at any time on dis lines 

 if any. 

Tues 4 -    Paid Lewis 162 francs for 

Lists 4 & 5, he took the specimen 

away as we have covered all the 

area for orders.5 more gratis photos 

                                                2 Spros 3 I. 

Letter from May. 

Wed 5 -    Z.C.O. have been on the water 

several days  ZBI move from 

Lahana tomorrow. We move 

on Saturday. Malthouse came back 

                                             (Hosp) 

Thurs 6 -  Russia has withdrawn her 

 troops from Roumanian Front 

and this may alter our destination 

wherever that is, we don’t know 
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September 

Fri 7 - Letter No 60 home 

Ack                   enclosing Balkan Health  

11/10/17   Resort advert & old 

 Letter re 30 -50 photos  

Also giving Ada, Helen 

Mother, Joe, one photo 

Each of Suvla & promising  

one to Will & others who 

Want one. I ask for  

My box of paints. 

Sat 8 -          Took photo of 85 RE 

                                                      Blacksmith 

Sun 9 -          Preparing to move 

September 1917 

Mon 10
th 

 -    I had to go with the dispatch 

to Div. in place of Cpl. Ryan 

who was sick. 28
th

 Div has 

already taken over from our 

HQ which had gone. I set off 

mounted at 6.30 a.m. and  

                                    reached 

(cont’d overleaf) 

Prints Nos 

 82   Orljak church 

183   Stork & Hawks 

184   Gunpit, Jenakoj 

185    Macedonian Refugees 

186   Field amb. Greek Muleteers 

(to next page) 

166   Wessex Bridge 

167   R. Struma  5 R.I.F. Qtrmstr fishing 

168   Orljak Bridge 

169   Cakirli Village 

170   Salonika 

171   Rue Hermi    - Salonika 

172   Rue du Marche      ‘’ 

173   Quartier Haut         ‘’ 

174    Les  Quais             ‘’ 

175    Tiring          ‘’ 

176    Rue Egnatia       ‘’ 

177    Panorama      ‘’ 

178    Place de la Liberte  ‘’ 

179   Arch de Triumph      “ 

 

 

Prints Nos 

180   Lake Doiran 

181    Regimental Mascot 

 

the crest of the range of 

hills before 8 am. I delivered 

my dispatches & received some 

back for our own Bde & also for 85 Bde 

now in possession. When I got 

back everyone was completing the 

packing up & I had breakfast & 

was soon into my  

clatter of “rouce” or kit & “Buckshees” 

and we set away at 2.30 pm with 

the band and Hq transport. After half- 

-an hour’s useless delay with our 

kits on, we slowly trudged (I mean 

the dismounted men) up the 6 kilos 

of very steep hills to the crest of  

the mountains. Five kilos beyond 

the top we reached the rest camp 

of Kocan Mah, where we unsaddled  

 

and Steve & I dumped our kit  by our 

saddles & he held the horses while 

I unsaddled Driver Dockety’s mules 

as he was sick and in a very weak  

condition. Then I went to water 

the animals with some of the others, 

about a kilo back along the road 

whence we had come. (a very 

provoking thing on a treck  (sic),is when 

because of being in a column on the  

march, you pass a water trough 

and after settling some distance further 

along the road, have to bring them 

back afterwards to water) 

Jimmy Neill was sick while walking 

to this place, so he rode my horse 

for five kilos( after a great deal 

of persuasion, as he is a plucky  

chap tho’ not very strong & didn’t 

want to give in) On returning 
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in the dark, of course, we fed 

the animals & then ourselves –got 

stuck into some bully & jam & bread. 

I had the misfortune to be detailed 

for “sleeping “ guard along with 

“Manchester” (Dr. Nowell) but no 

sooner had the horses finished their 

feeds before they pulled up the 

picquet posts ( which some of the 

men had put up, with the breast 

picquet rope on, and the stay 

blocks came out of the ground too, 

leaving the animals trailing the  

rope about, so we buried the blocks, 

with the ends of the rope round, in 

deep holes, and soon had a decent 

“ground” line. I might mention that 

we hadn’t had a drop of rain for 

ten weeks, but a storm was blowing  

up, because we were on the move! 

Steve & I got down in our blankets against 

our saddles as we were tired. Then 

after about half an hour rain fell 

and we covered our kit up, put a 

bivey sheet over ourselves and slept 

again. We had not slept long, its 

seemed , before Driver Haire’s mule“Peggy”, 

(which was sick with Cholic 

and was tied to a timber wagon 

along with a few more mules) 

began to kick hell out of its fellows 

and made such a stir that a few 

of our chaps, including Cpl. Clarke, 

were glad to come out from under 

the limber, where they were taking  

shelter from the rain. I got up &  

found the big ginger horse loose &  

several others mixed up a bit, so 

I sorted them out a bit and rolled  

up my bed in disgust and roamed  

up & down. However I soon got tired 

of this & got in bed again, at Steve’s 

 

 

suggestion, & left them to it. We 

slept on in spite of the rain and 

TUESDAY 11 SEPT  

early in the morning (about 4) I 

was awakened by the rain 

trickling down my neck off the  

end of the bivey sheet, so I 

got up, and dressed properly and 

soon, i.e. 4.45 a m, all got up, as we 

were to be away by 7 a.m. “Peggy” 

the mule was worse now, and 

“pegged out” before our eyes, after a 

final plunge. Here was a fix, 

viewed from an Army point of view, 

a mule to bury before leaving. 

so Steve, Forster, Burns & I were left 

with Cpl. Fryer to put it under.  

we were supposed to be assisted 

by some men from a A.S.C. Coy. 

near by but we worked with 

the one spade and one pick till 

10 a.m. and no men came, as the Brig. 

 

Major had directed, and our 

lot had cleared off at 7. So 

Fryer went off in search of the 

help we wanted and after 

some unwillingness from the Sgt. Maj. 

he sent over two Greek muleteers, one 

was lazy and wouldn’t work & the 

other surprised us by his unusual 

energy for about ten minutes with  

the pick, after which we took another  

turn, feeling that we had been “let 

down”. The young Greek had another  

ten minutes work & then wanted to 

go – talking of “mungy” (dinner) Fryer 

gave him a cigarette to encourage him, 

but it was no good he went after  

the other back to camp, and we  

weren’t allowed to lay a hand on  

him as the army is particular 

about the treatment of these rogues, 

who get 3fr a day ( as against a Tommy’s 

1s/2d a day) & a 2lb loaf each (against 
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Tommy’s 1lb of bread). So we slogged 

into it again till midday. Then 

Fryer went again  to the Sgt.Maj. 

and this time he came himself 

bringing six Greeks with him, 

who, under his orders soon finished 

the digging, & between us we 

dumped in the mule & finished 

& set off mounted at about3 p.m. 

arriving at Lahanna at 8 p.m. a 

a distance of 13 ½  kilos. Got  tea, put 

up biveys &”got down to it” to sleep. 

Wednesday 12
th

  - Had an easy 

day, got away to a canteen & bought 

some fruit, etc. After a good dinner 

were ordered to move off (mounted 

men only) and join R.I.F.E transport 

at 50 kilo at 6p.m. which we did 

and travelled with them to 

38 k. where we “landed” at 11 p.m. 

and settled rough in the dark. 

 

Steve & I  drank “Ideal” milk & ate 

some biscuits we had brought 

with us. 

Thursday 13
th

 - Got plenty of forage 

which is always the way when it’s 

difficult to carry. Prince wouldn’t 

cook as he said he was sick, so 

Jock Mitchell did it again, and 

we packed up after tea & set off 

at 6 p.m. along route where road 

winds snake fashion up the hill 

and the long column of mules 

made an impressive sight silhouetted 

against the sky. Reached “Guvezne” 

where we saw real “live engines 

at the railhead, from the Base. 

We had put up a bivey in the dark 

and in the night I was troubled 

with bites all over my legs and 

arms. 

Friday 14
th

 – I was awake very 

 

 

 

early and when daylight came 

I hopped out and pulled out 

my bed to find that I had laid 

on three ant holes infested with 

the large black ants, and it was 

these which had bitten me so, and  

made my sleep intolerable. 

Next we heard “Chester” ( our Manchester 

driver) shout out from the other side 

of the horses, - where he had laid 

in open by himself – that his 

boots had been “pinched,” and as  

there were many Greeks “floating” 

around from a Refugee Camp for 

Salonika Fire victims we guessed 

where they had gone, but no  

Greek was in sight with any 

boots under his arm; so, having 

none to ”biff” all we could do  

was to get some more. So Fryer (Cpl) 

reported it to the Transport Officer  

and after 3 hours (during which 

time it was raining & “Chester” 

found shelter in someone’s  

bivey) I was sent with the Officer 

to a Quartermaster at a permanent  

camp near, and from him we got  

provided an old pair for “Chester”. Steve &  

I went to a Y. M. C. A. hut near 

and got some tea, but place was 

crowded so we went back to our 

biveys and had a wash and “hung 

on” till we got ready to move off 

again at6 p.m. I took photo of 

the chaps “feeding away” & Fryer took 

one of Steve and I at tea.    

We started at 6 with a distant storm cloud 

showing, about 7 the rain fell & the 

wind drove it at our backs with 

intense force, and as we had no  

greatcoats or waterproofs of any 

sort, our bedding being wrapped up  
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our bivey sheets, and we having 

only out tunics over our shirts we 

were soon soaked thro’, & water 

trickling down our backs into our 

boots, and it got so dark that 

we couldn’t see the man in front  

of us and had to keep shouting  

to one another to keep in touch, 

while sometimes we could feel 

the horses bumping into each 

other. Only when the lightning 

flashed and lit up everywhere 

like day did we see one  

another. We were numbed with 

the bitter wind yet daren’t get 

off our horses for fear of being 

trampled on. There were no  

lights in the column (half- a- 

mile long, at least) and yet  

they had to keep moving. We passed  

some infantry on the road and as  

 

we groped our way past them 

Steve was run into by a G. S. wagon 

which they had with them and 

was twisted round with his two 

horses and was hit on the hand 

rather severely and the load on 

his spare horse upset a bit, this  

I gathered from him when I went  

back – as tho’ I was next behind him 

I went on by Steve without knowing 

he was stopped. Someone shouted 

that he was behind – I shouted  

and got no answer, and when  

I got back to him I fixed up  

his load as best I could, and 

we went on again, and caught 

up the column at the next halt 

some distance further, as we had 

travelled at the rear of column. 

At about 10 p.m. we halted for 

an hour while the few dismounted 

 

 

 

 

men were sent to the head of 

column so that they couldn’t 

fall out and get left behind, 

we were thoroughly “fed up” 

of halting as we had been halt- 

-ing & starting again every few  

yards, it seemed. Then we 

continued in spite of a few pack 

troubles, and by this time the 

storm clouds were clearing and 

we could get glimpses of one 

another, we got to  7 ½  kilos stone 

and halted as the Officer expected 

a guide to take us to camp as 

different units were on either side 

of the road. There we stuck  

from 11.50 p.m. o 2.15 a.. on –  

Saturday 1 Sept – cold & wet 

holding animals in turn while 

we ran up and down the road 

to warm ourselves So at last, 

      (continued on page overleaf) 

 

Photos 

Nos 187   E.P. on Ginger horse borrowed 

            from horse lines while Kitty had the 

            Mange. Taken by R. H. Atkin at 

            Sabantar Macedonia, 8th August 

            1917 when visiting at 30
th

 Fd Amb. 

188      Bala church (Struma valley) 

189      Orljak Stream & mound on right 

            view from Cakirli ruined village 

190      Greek women road workers 

191      Greek men in  stone quarry 

192      Bulgar prisoners at work 

193      On the way down from front 

            to Base, en route for Egypt 

194      Pitching tents at Base in a 

            strong wind which blew 

down a number of Marquees 

  as well as large camps of bell tents 

195     Shoeing “Kitty” at Cakirli before 

            the journey down the line; the 

            forge is established in a ruined  

            house 
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Photos Nos 

*196 Indian  Mule Corps at Kocan Mah   

*197 Seven horses cast at Uchantar 

                                                  Salonika Base 

*198 Serbs at Uchantar 

*199 View from Horse paddock, prior 

          to embarkation at Salonika 

200   Last view of Salonika 

201   Two transports 

*202 “Jippo” pedlars along the train 

          at one of the stations 

          near Zag-Zig. 

203   An afternoon out at Ismailia, 

          Bedouin troops – Steve & I. 

204   Steve & Lewis at an Iced- 

          lemonade Stall. 

205   Lewis & I with Natives under 

          a tavern verandah. 

*206 Street scene Ismailia native 

          Quarter. Bedouins in fore. 

207   Mosque, Ismailia. 

208   Miniature Sphinx, Ismailia Gardens 

 

Continued from previous page.  

we moved and settled on a  

piece of waste land for the rest  

of the .night – at about 

3 o’clock, and made wind screens 

with our saddles. At early dawn 

Cpl. English our Motor Cyclist, came 

and woke up all of us, and told 

us he had looked all night for  

us – he said further we were to  

get to camp a once – so without 

breakfast we got ready and were 

away in half-an-hour, and after 

an hour’s cross-country travel, with 

our guide, we “anchored” at last 

at a camp near Uchantar village 

and soon got some breakfast – 

after seeing to the horses – and 

crowded into a few tents, i.e. 

we of the Signals, - all others having 

gone to their own lots all around – 

and soon were asleep, and were 

 

 

not woke (wakened) till dinner was 

ready. I was troubled with 

toothache and felt queer & sick 

but roused myself up and helped 

to water and feed horses and was 

feeling better in the fresh breeze 

& sunshine. After tea Lt. Withers 

sent for an N.C.O. & three men, so 

Steve, Jock Mitchell & I went with 

Cpl. Clarke and laid a line, 

diverted another, and then 

fitted up two telephones 

(metallic) for Div Staff, in 

their own tents & fitted up 

telephone exchange, as we were  

acting as YJ, they being gone. 

 Sunday, 16
th

 Sept – Cpl. Fryer was 

sick. Sgt. Slinger went to draw 

stores from Ordnance, and at 

night we had orders to pack  

up to move next morning at 6. 

 

Monday, 17
th

 Sept – Moved from 

Uchantar Camp where we had 

first come to from Seres Road. 

Dismounted men went in motor 

lorries to the boat, but we with 

horses went and attached ourselves 

again to RIFE transport about a mile 

distant, Cpl. Wootton having returned 

from hospital was again put in  

charge of us. Dr.Dockerty went sick 

and wa s admitted to hospital before 

we moved, also we dumped his two 

mules, “Loo” & “Kathy”, at the Vet Sect, 

as we had to reduce the strength by 

two mules. On arrival at RIFE 

camp we claimed two tents 

after making a picquet line for 

horse between wagons, and a chap 

named “Mick” who was with us 

for the move, having come out of 

hospital with Cpl Wootton, did 
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our cooking – ie made some 

tea and we had bread & “bully” 

for dinner. We “miked about for 

the afternoon and then watered  

& fed animals and adjourned  

for tea – bread & jam, we had  

with us, & tea. I being stableman 

“hayed up” horses and we spent 

a slack evening. “Mick” & others 

argued about Manchester City 

Football team and cadged  

“fags” at the same time. His 

Lancashire dialect was amusing, 

I went across to see Lewis at 

R.E’s near. 

Tuesday, 18 Sept – Went with Turner 

to a Canteen but found it not 

open. Returned and learned 

that we had orders to move  

by 2 o’c. We were packing up  

after breakfast and a car 

drove up, and out came a Colonel 

and a major from Remount 

Depot, and cast seven of our 

horses as too thin to stand the 

journey overseas. “Kitty” my mare 

had to go, for one. I took a snap  

of them being led off to hospital. 

then Emmett, Jones A.R., and I went 

to Summerhill Remount Depot and 

got seven good ones. I got a 

nice Rhone pony. 

Wednesday, 19
th

 Sept. – R.E’S took wagon 

to Dump beside ship and we put 

saddlery, &c in a motor lorry, and  

moved at 7a.m. We had got up at  

4 a.m. expecting to move at 5.40, but 

lorry was late. Cpl Wootton had to  

return a horse to Remounts, with 

glanders, as it had not been noticed 

the day before. He got a good 

one in its place. We moved to  

the docks at 1p.m and arrived 

 

 

 

about 4.I took a snap of French 

Colonial (Sinegalese) (sic) view of Salonika 

and one of two Serbs on ponies. 

Embarked horses and came off 

again to an army enclosure 

where we had dumped our 

equipment, and got some tea, 

free. We were then packed on board. 

Thursday, 20
th

 Sept. -I was too 

crowded to sleep below board, so 

I slept on the bare deck along 

with scores(hundreds) of others. As  

all our kit, which had been 

sent on previously in the  

lorry had been dumped in 

the hold so we were without 

blankets for the whole six 

days on the boat. We stayed in  

harbour all 20
th

 & 21 and each 

night we slept on bare deck in 

our ordinary clothes we wore (only) daily 

 

There was a canteen on board, but 

they sold all their meagre stock 

the first day, and so didn’t open 

again. I had to borrow a razor 

on alternate days, from a chum, to 

shave with and wipe my face on my 

handkerchief as my haversack was 

in my pack which should have  

been got out of the stores before 

they went down the hold, as we  

had four men with the lorry for  

the purpose. Sailed round harbour & back. 

Saturday, 22
nd

 Sept. – sailed at 4p.m. 

and travelled all night, wearing 

our lifebelts continually from 

moment of sailing, by order. I slept 

on a coil of rope for a change. 

23
rd

 Sunday – Sailed into a small 

Cove at dawn & remained all day   

sailed again in the evening. 

24
th

 Monday – Sailing all day 
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Some sports on deck in after- 

noon, including “bolster & spar”. 

Each day we had a lifeboat  

parade in the morning, and 

complete inspection of stables  

and mess & living decks, anyone 

seen without his lifebelt at any  

time was severely “choked off” 

25
th

 Tuesday – Arrived in Alex 

at 3.30 p.m. unloading animals 

same evening, as some were nearly 

dead from the heat of the 

lower decks, and could hardly 

walk – these were promptly 

cast on the Vet people. We  

were at it till midnight, sorting 

our stores from the many units’ 

stuff as it was hoisted from 

the hold by a swarm of natives, 

who worked the steam cranes 

with the greatest ease – and some 

 

were mere children of  about 

10 years. We slept on board again 

and got an early breakfast too, 

and then packed our stuff on train 

and left at noon to somewhere 

unknown, travelled till 8 p.m. 

getting plenty of attention along  

the route from natives with  

cakes –“Good for de stomic & de belly” 

“Ice cold lemonard”, “Eggs, Johnny” 

Melons,&c. I took a snap of some 

of these at a station. We gradually 

left these behind as the train sped 

on, and in the evening ran on  

to edge of the desert, which 

contrasted badly with the 

lovely palms, & cultivated land 

left behind. We drew up finally 

at Ismailia, got out horses, and 

found Lt. Withers waiting to 

lead us to Camp not far up the 

 

 

 

 railway.  Letter from Herbert 

saying is at Kantara R.O.D. R.E. 

 permanent “base waller” henceforth. 

27
th

 Sept. Thurs  Washing clothes 

all morning. Iron Ration 

Inspection at 2 p.m. Kit Inspection 

at 2.30 p.m. and Saddlery Inspection 

at 3 p.m. I went with Steve 

in evening to Y.M.C.A. and then  

to a Missionary Address in 

an adjoining Hut. Missioner was 

from Egypt General Mission. I  

saw Harry Normanton here, and 

afterwards had a chat with him 

before he went to camp. 

28
th

 Sept. Friday - Was “Paid Out” (£2) 

and got a pass to the town a  

mile away. Went to Anglo- 

Italiano Restaurant and got  

a good supper. 

Letter from Herbert. So I wrote 

 

back that I would soon  pass 

his way & hoped to see him. 

Fd. Card home ack’ letter dated 30 Aug 

29
th

 Sept -Letters from May, Ada 

& Helen (enclosing B & S pills) 

Ack       Letter no. 61 home enclosing 

 view card of Egypt & small pencil 

sketch, and thanking for pills. 

30
th

 Sept - Packed Kit Bags with 

British Warm, Tweed Jacket, 1 pr. Long & 

1 pr. Short pants, singlet 

Ack           Letter No 62 home & letter to    

25/10/17  Ada, both with view cards 

Ack        of Salonika. Letter to Ad, enclosing         

Sketch of Dutchman, “Homeless” “Ye Olde 

Apple Woman”, two ladies heads &  

birthday view card of Egypt for 

George. 

Ist October – Went to“Pictures” at Moascar 

Camp, Ismailia (Australian) with 

Steve. 
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2
nd

 October - Went in town 

With Steve & Lewis & sent postcard 

views to Mother (Letter 63) Will 

                             (Ack 25/10/17) 

& May. Then went to Manchester 

Grill Rooms and had a good feed 

at (12 piastres each) as much as 

we could eat, after which we 

rode home in a car, having  

viewed the shops. The car fare  

was only 5 piastres each(1/2d) 

for four of us, - a friend of Lewis 

making the fourth man. 

We took some snaps in a native 

street in afternoon. I was 

troubled again with boils nos 22 

23 & 24 but wouldn’t report sick 

and would have to attend three 

times daily – and waited till – 

3
rd

 Oct –         when I attended 

Fd Amb 3 times daily, two days. 

Parcel No 41 received. 

4
th

 Oct - Letters from Helen 

& Ada & Birthday Card 

from Ada too (Ack 25/10/17) Letter 64 home 

containing prints 121 – 160 inclusive 

Letter 65 home containing 

41 negs & brief note. 

5
th

 October - Ismailia to El Ferdan 

by road. Dismounted men in lorries 

6
th

 October -  Found ourselves beside 

the Suez Canal and many bathed  

in it, but only those who could swim 

In afternoon moved off again same  

as previous day, and we arrived 

with horses at 8.30 p.m. at Ballah.  

7
th

 October – Moved off at 7 a.m. and 

Reached Kantara at 11.30 a.m. and 

We had to live near stables – away 

From dismounted men. 

I went to R.O.D. at Railhead 

Close by and found that Herbert 

Had been admitted to 24
th

 Gen Hpl 

 

 

 

on 23
rd

 Sept. So I went there 

and he had been sent on to 

31
st
 Gen Hpl. Port Said on 27

th
 

worse luck – so I was disappointed. 

8
th

 October – Entrained at 7 a.m. 

and were away at 9 till 11 p.m. 

watering & feeding horses on 

the way, at El Arish. Led to 

Signal Comp’y Hdqrs by Cpl. Monk 

[So we thought right, we were  

in for another visual course 

along with other Sections & Hq 

men. “Ack” to G, go! Once thro’ the 

Alphabet- Go!! And station work 

with helio, lamps, flags, shutters 

and aeroplane gadgets] 

9
th

 Oct - Parades &c. Letter fom Ada. 

10
th

 Oct - Horse turnout & visual 

Started so we handed over our  

horses and saddlery to the drivers & 

Jock Mitchell who couldn’t do visual 

Letter from Helen enclosing 

Birthday Card.  Letter to Herb. 

to 31 Gen Hospl.  Fd card to Ada ack’ 

three letters to date. 

11
th

 Oct - Letter No 66 home, 

Ack      enclosing letter to Albert, and one  

5
th

 Nov from Herb. to him also. Also Herbs’ 

other letter to mother & my letter 

to Helen in answer to five letters 

on hand. 

12
th

 Oct - Letters from Herbert 

(he is at Kantara again on day 

after I left – he had found out 

where I was (Rafa) Letter from 

Helen ack 58 & 59 letters & drawings. 

13
th

 Oct - Letter to Herb suggesting 

he might try to run up on an 

engine on a train. Enclosing him 

two photos of myself. Letter to 

Ack - Ada , thanking for Chocolate in 

No. 41 parcel, and enclosing 7 photos 
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Also enclosing letter to May. 

Innoculated for Cholera 

Still at Visual at Hdqrs.     

14
th

 Oct - Letter to Will, ack’ 

photos sent of \Sid & Stanley & 

himself & group. Letter to Jim Naden. 

15
th

 Oct.  Monday - marched off 

from YJ,in full marching order, 

on a two days’ stunt to the  

beach, 2 miles away at least 

and reached a spot about 

1½  miles from YJR signal station 

& at once opened up visual. 

I took some snaps of our camels 

and our fellows, en route. 

16
th

 Oct - Visual practice 8 am to 

noon. Moved back at 2pm. To Camp. 

17
th

 Oct - Ordered back to ZCA Bde. 

so we moved in evening. 

18
th

 Oct - Letters from Ada, May & Helen 

Ack          sent home parcel containing :-Sea 

8.11.17 

 

Shells from Beach (Rafa) Eyeglasses 

Hatfield  Views Cards, Photos 161 – 186, 

English French Dictionary, Ruby lamp 

Ack        & bulb for same. Sent No.67 letter 

8.11.17 separately enclosing letter to Ada. 

explaining. Fd Card to May. 

Letters from Herbert, Ada & Helen. 

19
th

 Oct - Whole Bde had all our  

clothes & blankets fumigated in 

two iron closed vans for the Railway. 

steam supplied from engine attached. 

We went as one party (Bde Hqrs) and 

had to strip and “bung” all our clothes 

in our blankets & attach our Identity 

Discs thereto, and remain, the objects 

of much interest to the native 

labourers – wearing nothing but 

our towels, helmets & a sweet smile! 

In afternoon we laid out several 

miles of cable in preparation for  

a stunt. – Practice. 

20
th

 October – Whole section on the 

 

Manoeuvres at which Gen. Allenby 

G.O.C. (Gaza front troops) was present. 

Returned to camp by 3.30pm. I 

was on a helio station. We had to 

work in full kit. 

21
st - 

 Still at Rafa. I gave Lewis 

¼ pl printing frame and about 12 negs. 

to be sent home after use. Atkins 

came at night and gave me neg. 

of myself, which I printed. 

Monday  Stableman. Fd Card to Mother. 

22
nd

 Oct - Atkins had neg. back after use. 

23
rd

 Oct - Letters from May, & Ada 

Albert hurt – but now better, she says 

24
th

 Oct - Letter No. 68 home (ack 6/12/17) 

enclosing my photo to Mother, Helen 

Will, Joe, Rosetta & Nos 187 -200 prints 

Letter to Albert expressing regret 

at accident, for Herbert as well. 

Letter to Herbert, both with my 

photo enclosed.  ack 19.10.17 

 

25
th

 Oct -   Letter in G.E. to Ada 

answering 2 letters enclosing 

sketch of Cakirli & one of “Ye Olde 

Innkeeper” & photo of myself & letter from 

Herb. Also letter to May enclos. 

photo of self. Stunt. Clarke & I 

on a visual station. (Practice)  

26 & 27
th 

 - Nothing doing 

28
th 

 - Moved from Rafa to Shellal 

& 29
th

 Monday -  In an 8 mile & 12 mile 

stretches 

30
th

 - Letter from Helen, with photos, 

Letter from Will, Bday Cards from 

May & Mother, &  letter from Ada 

& Sketch Book. 

31
st 

 - Away at 6 in advance to open 

Office, having got up at 4 a.m. 

With Cooper & Turner.   WE galloped 

With Staff Captain & others officers 

(one from each unit of Bde) and 

On reaching position 41/2 miles from 

Waddi Ghugge (Shellal) we set   

About finding YJ Div. line, but after 
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searching for 2 hrs. over a large  

area and finding everyone’s cable 

but ours I came across Cpl. Amos 

who said he had laid line, as  

shown on map, to hill ¾ mile 

to 1 mile away, so as another 

cable wagon came along from 

YJ  I directed him to position  

where I had been directed 

to open Signal Office and all 

went well, but soon the  

General came and moved 

us 500 yds back, later on 

he altered his mind and 

moved us to a point near  

hill where cable was first 

laid to and we settled by 

the time Section arrived. After 

dinner I was put on a visual 

station to the outposts till I 

was relieved at 6.45p.m. Chinn 

one of our orderlies went sick   

 

 

 and Cpl Clark M.M. (my bivey pal) 

went sick after hanging on in 

a weak condition for several 

days. Also Forster (Sapper) went 

sick on 30
th

. I traced these 

latter two to 60
th

 Immobile Amb 

and found they had been sent  

down to El Arish or Kantara. 

Cpl. Fryer MM had fallen sick at Rafa 

when we moved so we had now  

only Cpl Wootton (horse lines Corpl.) 

Driver Haire also went sick on the 

march first day (30
th

) and Pioneer 

Doyle a D.C. medallist did likewise. 

I got  asleep about 10pm and Steve 

my bivey pal, went on night duty. 

We heard that Beersheeba had 

been taken. About 12 midnight 

Cpl English (our motorcyclist) came 

and told us “ We are moving – get up 

at once and get dressed as quick as 

possible!” Now our Div was in reserve 

 

so we were ready for anything 

Nov 1
st
        

The General was in the Signal 

Office speaking to Headqrs ’in an 

Anxious tone, so we were prepared  

for anything. We were all 

 ready, with bivey sheets & blankets 

 in two rolls ready for camels,  

and all stores together were 

loaded on camels, while we 

mounted men got horses 

saddled, kits on, and all were 

 ready to move off under an hour 

from  first order, as the moon 

was full. We marched N.E. for 

about 2 miles then due N. as I could 

 see by the Pole Star, for another 7 

 miles, and we were to relieve the 

160 Bde at 6 am at position centre of  

Gaza – Beersheeba line, but we did this 

alright and took over their front 

while they went to another part  

of the line. IFF, one of our Battns 

took the village of Irgig, & railway 

Station, the railway running along our 

front on our right to Beersheeba 

but on left it was still in Turk’s 

hands, as it curved Northward to 

Jerusalem. And our front was more  

or less E.E. S. to W.W.N. I had to go  

mounted to the I.F.F.Battn. as I was 

 the only one who knew their position 

as they came on to cables laid by  

160 Bde so our men had not  

been forward the 5 miles ahead 

of Bde. Hqrs. . I was kept busy all  

day laying lines to Observation        

Posts, and special dispatches.  

Nov 2
nd

 1917- I awoke with a start 

to discover that I was now 27 yr 

old today! Hurrah! and we 

were on biscuits & bully and a 

quart of water per 24 hours, plus 

tea (1 pint twice a day) and a tin 
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of marmalade between five 

men. I was sent out to put 

the IFF on a line as they had 

advanced and lost touch with 

Bde Hq. I found that they had 

extended the wrong line and 

were a long way from a line 

of ours so I diverted their line 

about a mile across country 

joined up with ZCA and 

cut out a number of mysterious 

loops and odd ends of lines that  

the previous brigade had 

run out to outposts in their 

advance, a few more cable job 

completed another days work 

meanwhile the IFF sent in 3 Turks 

a camel, a few donkeys & three cows. 

captured at Irgig while watering 

at the splendid water supply 

there, and the O.C. of the field 

 

company (Major Turner) reported 

discovery of charges for exploding ready to 

blow up a five arch viaduct 

nearly as high as Welwyn Viaduct 

G.N.R. These were afterwards 

removed by the R.E’s. Aeroplanes 

dropped bombs on IFF and killed 

one man. Later, 6 of our machines 

went over to Johnny Turk & got 

their own back. I took a snap 

of the Turks mentioned captured. 

Nov 3
rd

 & 4
th

 -
 
 Nothing to report 

Nov 5
th - 

We moved forward 

and left that evening. I was told 

that I must keep camels in touch 

with head of column, and take 

charge of them, so Herbert has now 

a rival Jippo driver in yours truly! 

After about 12 miles advance, we 

settled by the railway and IFF 

were on outpost in front of us. 

Sgt. Passey & I connected our Signal Office 

 

 

in front with one remaining 

with us (under the railway, in a 

culvert) as we now commenced 

our system of having a forward 

office as well (for advance 

work) AZCA. We utilized the 

Turkish Permanent line along 

the railway, as arranged by YJ, 

cutting the wires beyond our 

front, to prevent Turkish 

interference. Got down as we were:- 

dead-tired, dusty & hungry, at 1 a.m. 

Nov 6
th

 - At 4 we were woke, and 

I was sent for with my detachment 

at once, as I was put in charge 

of one pack-cable party of two men 

(Sappers Turner & Beresford) the previous 

evening. Cpl Wootton taking charge of 

two other men for his party to work 

the forward office & I to work ZCA. 

with my party I laid two lines to 

 

a trench up front, where the 

General had “anchored”, and got “told 

off” by him for running along top 

of trench when I should have 

come along in it from the rear.    

He laughed all the same and 

said “You young devil!” The  

Shells were splashing about now 

and rapid rifle fire started in 

front of us. To try to describe 

adequately the fight that continued 

all day would take far too long 

suffice it to add a  few notes:- 

We advanced about five miles this  

day. We moved our offices forward 

transferring communication to the  

forward office & relieving them  

as we advanced in turn, when 

the General went forward. It  

was glorious to see the gun 

teams moving forward the batteries 
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behind us, sweeping up to 

our flank or near us – at 

full gallop, unlimbering and 

firing in an incredible short 

time. The batteries were all 

over the place behind every bit  

of hill, - as soon as the Turks 

got to further side of each  

ridge our guns came forward 

a bit to the next position. The  

Turks were on the run by  

noon and our men were running 

after them as fast as they could 

go. Here and there a machine 

gun would spurt death for  

a few, and wound many, but 

very few Turks hung on to these  

long, and a large number were  

captured. One of Cpl Wootton’s 

men was wounded in the head 

and one of our Battn  runners 

is missing. Their trenches were 

most elaborate and one “funk hole” 

was 12 feet underground reached 

by steps, and a skylight of wood 

like a long square chimney. There 

were Turkish writings on the boards 

on the side of the stairway in 

different handwritings , which 

looked as if the Turk is like 

“Tommy” for putting his name on 

anything he has seen or been 

in, same as schoolboys. When 

the 2
nd

 R. Irish Fus line was dis by 

shell-fire,  Sapper Turner & I worked 

a helio to them from a flank 

and got many messages of 

successes and before the sun went  

down The General sent a message to 

all units congratulating everyone 

“Well done everyone” that’s all 

 it was but it was sufficient. 

after dark, the Brigade concentrated 

 

 

just behind the line, leaving 

the 30
th

 Bde. to hold the front, 

and we went to left (toward 

Gaza) about 6 miles. Settled at 

Samarra Crossing in a Waddi 

(or dried river bed) late at 

night. We got some tea before 

getting down, after the usual 

job of undoing loads off camels 

& mules (4 camels2 mules) putting 

down piquet rope with ends 

buried round sandbags in holes 

laying cables here & there. At 12.30 

Nov 7
th

- we were all woke, with much  

excitement, and told all linesmen 

were to report to the office 

where the Gen. was agitated and 

furious, as he could not speak 

on the lines to the Battns. We 

didn’t know what to think as  

everyone was running about for 

instruction. I grabbed an instrument 

 

and earth pin and ran and 

reported to office and set off 

on line to 6 ‘Skins and I 

couldn’t get anyone for a long  

time, but after calling a bit 

I got the “Skins”, but not our 

own office, so I went back and 

found they had a “earth” in  

stones, - and stone is an  

insulator, - so we soon improved 

that and after changing a few 

“earth’s” and damping them we 

got all units, and by this time 

an hour or more had gone, - so 

had the transport! back _”wind up” 

as calm once more descended on the  

camp I was ordered to take two 

linesmen & two runners, and lay a 

line to the 2
nd

 Irish, ready for us 

to occupy at dawn, when the Battn.moved 

forward. We had plenty of  

time so we wound six drums of new 
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wire on, from coils of half – mile 

by moonlight to our new Hdqrs. 

The H.E’s came over round us and 

did very little damage, as they 

were bad shots. We “drummed up” 

some tea and had a breakfast of  

biscuits & some “buckshee” jam the  

Irish had left, that is:-after 

we had laid lines to the other 

“Batts” also. Then the Section cameup & I 

took a message to ZBI. 

Nov 8
th

 1917 -  This day we took a Redoubt 

                                              Abu Heirera 

 of great strength; several Turkish  

camps, with a few tents, many 

shelters of mud bricks, & bivey 

sheets for roofs all full of kit 

equipment, & stores, many machine  

guns  and in the Redoubt a  

large store of ammunition, 

a 4.7 gun, a 60 pounder, and 7 otherfield 

guns, with large dumps   

 

of ammunition &c. Also a stream 

and two wells in a Waddi 

Heirera and by night had pushed 

2 miles ahead of the Redoubt  

                           of Abu Heirera  
The commandant of the redoubt  

was wounded and captured by 

our Batts (2
nd

 Irish Fus). In the  

afternoon the Batts all established 

advanced position for which we  

laid out at once 3 miles of D5 with 

YJ cable wagon and on to the  

end of this we ran D1 lines to the 

the Batts, as they advanced two 

miles beyond the Redoubt to the 

crest of the hill on which 

the Redoubt as situated. They 

met with considerable machine gun 

fire and nearly 200 casualties 

are reported in the  two Batts that 

lead the advance (RIFB. RIFE) The 

capture of this Redoubt has been  

 

 

greatly praised by Gen. Allenby 

and the O.C. of the RIFB did not 

think he could have taken it,  

before it was accomplished. I 

was left all night at IFE 

signals as relay linesman but 

no lines went “dis” I got a message 

from Steve in the morning to say 

we were moving off at 8a.m. 

Nov 8
th

 - I got up at 4.45 rather 

cold, having had a poor night 

as I had no tunic & jersey with  

me and only had a Turkish 

Bivey sheet to wrap round me, and  

the nights are cold! – so I “drummed 

up” in a Turkish Mess Tin and  

then set off back to camp with 

2 drums of D1, & a manpack. Besides 

some equipment & a D3 Field Telephone 

so I was well loaded, and had 

3 miles to go. However I had  

not gone above ½ mile, when 

I noticed some wagons coming 

up behind me, so I waited – and 

got a ride back! On arrival 

at Brigade I had a wash & shave 

and we got all ready to move 

and at last minute the move  

was cancelled. Every Unit had  

to “Stand To”  for more orders. In  

afternoon after a few runs on  

horseback to stop transport 

&c. I was sent ahead with two  

men to lay lines for Brig back 

at the Waddi Heirera near the  

Redoubt and here the Section 

came andsettled in evening. 

Nov 9
th 

- we washed ourselves 

 and our clothes and lost some 

of the Turkish territory gained 

off our skins, of course! 

Nov 10
th

-  Moved off for Karm 

Railway Depot in morning I 

took on man and reeled up 
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some Battn. lines before 

leaving. Sgt Slinger went in 

hospital on arrival at Karm 

I ran out lines to the Battn. on 

arrival at new position. 

Nov 11
th 

-Fearful dust storm 

that filled biveys & everything 

where we went to water the 

horses we were nearly choked 

and on return were scarcely 

recognizable for the layer of 

dust on our faces and clothes. 

Nov 12
th

 - DR to YJ  I bought over 

100 piastres worth of canteen 

stores – cake biscuits, milk, sausage 

jam, syrup, 

Fd Cards to Mother, May, Will 

& Ada. 

Letters received since Oct 29
th

 

May, Ada (with Boracic in) Albert. 

Normanton is promoted to Lce Corpl 

 

SGT. Frazer comes back to Section 

as Section Sergt. having had  

nervous breakdown, and relinquished 

the post of Sigmr. which is given 

over to Sergt. Graham. Corpl 

Shepherd & 3 Pioneers come from YJ 

to join Section. 

Nov 13
th

 - Yaruah 12 miles S of 

Jaffa taken today. Turks making 

a stand 9 ½ miles S. of Jerusalem. 

Letter No 69 home enclosing sketch 

of camel with Water “Fantacis” on; 

and also a brief note to Joe. 

Nov 14
th

 -I ask for a change off 

horse lines for a spell. 

Nov 15
th

  - I went out early 

with Cpl. Wootton to the Redoubt, 

6 miles away, which our forces 

captured and for which 19 men 

in our Brig. are today awarded 

medals for actions in the capture 

 

 

 

 

and we collected 8 drums 

of wire which was in the  

dumps of rouce and Turkish 

captured ammunition& stores. 

I took 10 photos of Redoubt 

stores and scenes around, for 

souvenirs. Returned in afternoon. 

Nov 16
th

 -DR to YJ. Harry N. 

gave me 5 tins of milk to wet  

his stripe. 

Nov 17
th

 - Moved from Karm 

to go on another part of front. 

Settled for night at The Grange 5 miles 

from Karm. 

Nov 18
th

 - Moved from The Grange  

to Belah . Letters from 

Mother, Ada, Helen & J. Clark. 

Nov 19
th

 - Letter to Ada in answer 

& thanking for sketch book, also enclosing 

Christmas Card. Letter to May 

enclosing Christmas Card (in Ada’s) 

FD card to Mother (ack 22
nd

 & 20 Oct                         

letters) 

Nov 20
th

 - Letters to Albert & Will      

enclosing Xmas Greetings 

I ask Lt. Withers for a change  

off horse lines. 

Nov 21
st
  Letter to J. Clark. 

I am taken off lines and am 

now a dismounted linesman. 

Still at Belah! 

Fd card to Herbert. 

Nov 22
nd 

1917 - Letter No 70 home 

enclosing Christmas Cards to 

Helen & Mother & Letter & 

Card to Joe & Lizzie & Ivy 

Good news from France we have 

broken thro’ to second Hindenburg 

line in France & captured much 

store – guns - & 7000 prisoners. 

Bad news from Italy. 

Jaffa was entered on 17
th

 Nov 

by our forces here. 
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Nov 23
rd

 -  2 letters from Herbert 

telling of Rosetta’s Edie 

Letter to Herbert in answer 

enclosing Xmas Card. 

Nov 24
th

 - I was sent with 

Corpl. Withers to show, and help an 

infantry party to reel up the 

vast store of cable left by 75
th

 

Division in its’ speedy advance 

on Gaza after we had paved  

the way on the right by the 

capture of the Redoubt Abu 

Hareira - - the Brigade where 

we picked up the wire had 

left all their stores with a few 

of their men. Divisional Signals 

sent out a wagon for us loaded 

with drums, which our men, 

and a party from 30
th

 & 29
th

 Bde’s 

filled with cable. The previous  

day’s estimate of wire value 

 

collected was £600, and when 

it is remembered that D5 is 

£20 per mile, this is soon realised. 

We could see Gaza from these 

defence works – where our forces 

were held up from April 19 & 20
th

  

till Nov 6
th

, and as I saw some 

of the Norfolk’s graves I thought 

how Herbert was wounded on 

this very battlefield somewhere 

within my view. Good dug-outs 

had been made all along the  

waddi and there were signs of  

the settled state of front here all 

last summer. I took a snap of  

some native Arabs on their way 

for water on their camels 

Nov 25
th

 - 74
th

 Div. have gone  

Up the line & we shall soon follow. 

Still at Belah, however, yet. Paid Lewis 4/- 

for May’s & Will’s Suvla 

Bay picture. Gave Lewis 16 Negs to use & 

send home 

 

Photos No: 

209      Our mounted men 

210 Some of our lads 

211 Our Section’s camels 

212 Our lads by the sea at Raffa 

213 Refugees taken at Irgeig  

214          ..        ..         ‘’ 

215 Cpl. Wootton in a Waddi 

216 ‘’         ‘’       at Waddi below Redoubt 

217  Turkish Stores captured with redoubt 

218  Monument erected by Turks 

 For one of our airmen, who was 

 Shot down (note the base is 

 Like an aeroplane, with rings) 

219 captured field kitchen (Turk) 

220 Turkish Rifles & ammunition capt’d 

221    ‘’    Equipment captured 

222    ‘’    Field guns      ‘’ 

223     ‘’    Machine        ‘ 

224 Top of Redoubt Abu Heriera 

             (sent home 25-1-18) ack 31.3.18 

 

Nov 26
th 

 - Letters from Helen (2) 

Ack 66 & 67 letters enclosing Horace’s 

add. Xmas Card for me & ack’ 

Suvla Bay photo. Letter from Will 

also B’day Card.  Forwarded 2 letters 

& paper to J. Clark. 

Horace’s address :- 162 Sgt H. De Bonnaire 

att Light trench Mortar Battery 

54
th

 Div E.E.F. 

Nov 27
th

 - Moved up the line to- 

-ward Jerusalem covering 12 miles. 

Nov 28
th

 - Moved on another 16 

miles leaving at 8 a.m. each day. 

Settled above a Jewish  

colony, which was unique in 

the midst of a series of villages 

with mud holes or huts only, 

whereas this village had stone 

buildings with tiled roofs and 

trees planted, as usual we had  

to go round the village & saw little 

Nov 29
th

 -  Moved another 10 miles 
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Nov 29
th

 - (Continued) – Arrived at 

Junction Station where was 

an English Jews settlement. The 

Railway which was the Turkish 

Narrow –Gauge here divided one 

branch to Jaffa & other to Jerusalem. 

We had captured two engines & 40 

rolling stock from the Turks and 

here they were freely used from 

this point back, about 10 miles, 

where it runs alongside 

our full gauge military railway 

from Kantara. It was being pushed 

on as hard as possible along with 

the permanent Cables (airlines) . We 

were met by any number of Arabs 

from the villages which were still 

inhabited. They were selling Jaffa 

Oranges at 4 for a piastre, and as 

we got further up – 5 & 6 for a piaster 

we had not expected to have Jaffa  

oranges for Christmas time. 

 

Nov. 30
th

- Left Junction Station 

at10.30am. and went about 7 

miles to a Monastery where the 

21
st
 Corps. Hq. was lodged. Here 

we saw a number of ancient 

sepulchres which had 

been blocked at the entrance by 

boulders. One was empty and we 

saw the space inside to be about 

14ft. in diameter round, flat bottom 

about 12 ft. deep. & cut from the  

solid  rock: the entrance of this 

was open as if it had been a 

 reserve one. Our interpreter 

told us that these were very  

ancient.    Parcel 42 received 

Dec 1
st
 Sunday – Went forward 

another 6 miles thro’ a village 

where the mud dwellings were 

varied with the number of stone 

buildings of fair type, and 

 

 

very picturesque they were too 

reminding one of the pictures  

we have seen at home of the  

East. When we got within 

half a mile of the batteries in 

action we halted for 3 hours, 

and in the evening took 

up a position near the 156 

Bde, which we were relieving. 

We dropped our kit, & I was soon 

sent laying lines ready for  

our battns. to come into position 

That evening the “Scotties” left & 

our men took over the front & 

had Johnny attacked this 

night he might have made 

some show but nothing more 

than intermittent fire continued 

all night. In the morning we 

Dec 2
nd

 - were ordered to  

“Stand To” from 4.45 am 

till 6 a.m. One man had been 

hit in the back, during the evening 

of 1
st
, as he was passing our 

HQ. and he died on this day 

So we moved camp further 

up the gully – where we had 

anchored the previous evening – 

on  account of the number  

of bullets coming over (as our  

front line was only 500 yds 

in front of us). The hills are 

strewn with boulder on which 

the bullets ricochet badly. 

I was kept busy on lines 

to various units all day 

and in evening laid one 

to RIFB when they arrived 

to a reserve position. 

Dec 3
rd

 - On lines of 

various units. Nothing more 

than artillery activity here 
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as I think we are only 

intended to hold the 

enemy here. “Stand To”  

each morning at 4.45 to 

6 a.m. dawn. 

Letter forwarded to 

J. Clark at 27 Gen. Hosp’l. 

Dec 4
th

 - Letter from May & Ada 

Ack 4.3.18 Sent letter to Ada enclosing 

sketch of French Colonial & horse. 

Quiet day. One sniper brought in. 

Dec. 5
th

 - Letter No. 71 home 

enclosing sketch of Monastery near 

Latron village, where our dump 

is. Our people discover that 

Johnny Turk has done a bunk 

on this bit of the front and is 

out of sight. Four prisoners brought 

in this morning, sort of lost on 

their own.  their own 

Dec 6th,7
th

 & 8
th

 - Prisoners brought 

in each day by patrols, some natives 

and a few Turkish soldiers all of 

whom we interviewed by our interpreter. 

One fellow who showed every evidence 

of being a sniper (padded elbows & 

knees) was as near like a monkey in 

his antics as anyone could be. One of   

our chaps gave him a tin of bully 

& another half a tin of jam & he 

borrowed the guard’s jack-knife & 

“skoffed” the lot one after the 

other, without bread, he did a sort  

of war dance to show how his 

Officer kicked and beat him out to his 

post & how he ran away. Our interpreter 

conducted a party of natives from 

the village out to bury dead horses 

and for which they were  

given “bully beef”; as the Turks have 

left the Arab villagers to starve. 

Some rumours of a stunt. 

 

 

Dec. 9
th

 1917- Jerusalem office  

Reported captured. Wet day 

Eight of us have orders at 15.30 

 to go to the outposts to open an 

office ZCAR in a Morsoleum (sic) Khurbet   

                                                        Hellabi or 

small Turkish hut of stone. We 

set out with two pack mules, 

with kit and signal stores, after tea, 

in a downpour of rain and 

Cpl. Wootton guides us to the place      

about 3 ½  miles out. We crowd 

in somehow in the small 

square room, about 12ft square 

and connect up lines to our instruments 

I went out with two men & laid 

line to IFF then came back very 

wet and Cpl Shepherd who was  

in charge of our party came out 

with me to find a dis on RIFB 

line while the rain continued. 

We got about ½ mile away from  

our office and found our end of 

line but groped about in the 

thick mud for 3 hours & couldn’t  

find other end, so at 12.30 at night 

we got on to RIFB company line & 

arranged for their man to meet  

us at 6 a.m. and so we went in 

having failed to join the line (a thing 

I don’t remember before having done) 

We got something to eat, as I had  

been out since I left ZCA in the 

afternoon, and about 1 a.m. we got 

down on the floor Just as we were 

Dec 10
th

 - Stunt postponed indefinitely. 

In the morning we went out & met 

RIFB linesman who said he mended 

 “One break last night” and we  

found he had joined his end to 

a spare line near ours – hence the 

trouble.   Fairly easy day. I 

went to ZCA for rations & got a  

letter from Herbert to say he 

is at El Arish in repair shops 

(loco) 
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Dec 11
th 

-  Letter from Ada 

I have to put IFF on a new 

line in the evening, and find 

them moved 2 miles away from 

us. I do the job alright tho’ 

I take a 2 hr shift on office each  

night. I took snapshot of our 

party showing Turkish position in 

the background. When we first 

came up here the Turks were only 

200 yards in front of us in open  

country. This night we had 

our machine guns along our 

patrol line (on which our place 

is) one just outside our yard 

so we had a regular pop, pop 

during the night. On night of 

9
th

 we were sniped a bit, but 

our Trench Mortars shifted Johnny 

out of it. A few bullets pelted 

on the “Blockhouse” as we call  

 

our place. The entrance is 

so low that the only way in 

is to double right down & creep in 

& the wall are about 2 ft thick 

So we are alright as we know 

“Johnny” has only a few light  

field guns on this position. 

We were “choked off” for showing 

ourselves on the sky line, by the  

F. O. O. artillery. The Gen & others 

came up to look round ( from 

behind the parapet built for the  

purpose). There are about 50 dead 

horses in the valley behind us, 

& when we came up on 9
th

  there 

were a lot of our yeomanry lying  

dead with the horses:-  they were 

“kopped” by Johnny’s guns on 28
th

 Nov. 

about a dozen men, they are now 

put in decent graves & wooden notices  

of names etc. 

 

 

Dec 12
th

 - No stunt yet so 

Natty” Jones is recalled & 

Mitchelson put in his place 

up here. – very quiet today. 

Letters from Mother, Ada and 

Herbert which I sent on to 

May enclosing a letter & flowers 

from myself. 

Great battle tonight on 

left (Jaffa way) as I am 

on a two – hour shift at  

the phones. 

Dec. 13
th

 - Spent the morning 

at FFH signal office rearranging 

their office & overhauling their 

“dud” instruments, YJ had some 

trouble with their signals from FFH. 

Dec 14
th

 -  Cpl. Shepherd & I 

rearrange ZCAR and make a 

good job of the lines 

Letter 72 Home (ack 24/1/18) enclosing 

 

flowers picked in the Holy 

Land  

& sketch of “Bivey Life” & “Newsboy” 

I repair our instruments 

Dec.15
th

 -  Letter from John Clark 

Letters to Herbert
 

Ada & Will, & Mr. Humphry. 

Dec 16
th

 - Five of our party are
 

recalled to ZCA (Stevenson, McVie,
 

Mitchell (pte) Campbell & Mertie (ptes)
 

for showing ourselves too much to
 

Johnny Turk on the skyline round
 

our place, and also to relieve the
 

office shift. So Cpl. Shepherd,
 

Mitchellson (Pnr) & I are left on our 
 

own. But we get good rations 
 

Dec 17
th

 - Lt Withers brings a 

switchboard and we fix it in the 

building here (a 14 way switch) and 

we are preparing this for a YJ 

switchboard test office. 

Dec 18
th

 - Lt Withers comes to 

find us busy on the reconstruction 
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Dec 18
th

 - continued – of YJR lines 

Lt. Withers ‘phones in evening 

to say he hears I’m very good 

at sketching so he wants me 

to sketch position in front our 

our O.P. So I say I’ll try tomorrow. 

Dec 19
th

 - I begin the sketch in 

three sheet sections but bad 

weather keeps me running in 

and out to avoid the rain 

Letters from Ada, Mr. H & Helen 

Dec 20
th

 - Going on well with  

sketches. Had a rabbit between 

us. Letter to John Clark. 

Dec 21
st
 - Completed the 3 sheet 

sketch and send it to Lt. Withers 

who phones up “I got your 

sketch Payne, and its jolly good”; 

the General’s very pleased with 

it. He repeats this when he 

comes up on 

Dec 22
nd

- We lay 4 lines forward 

on no-man’s land for about ¾ mile 

 

Dec 23
rd

 - Capt Bennett & Major Webb 

comes & sees the switch board & 

don’t give us a chance to cook 

our dinner till about 4 p.m. 

Dec 24
th

 - Stunt should have been 

this morning but is postponed. 

Word comes that the enemy is going 

to attack tomorrow so we have to 

remain open all night. The rain 

poured in torrents all thro’ night 

and it was pitch dark & the clouds 

enveloping us on the hill, the 

outposts were flooded out of 

their dugouts where they had  

the machine guns & bombs, and 

one team established itself in 

the stone-walled yard sheltered  

by our building – the poor 

fellows were all wet thro’ and 

the officer came round several 

times in the night to inspect them 

and told them to keep a smart 

 

 

look out. Signals on the 

wires were very poor as they 

were lying in water & all 

signal biveys & shelters were 

flooded out so we were lucky 

to be in the dry. 

Dec 25
th

 - The outposts  

were cleared out of our yard 

in the morning by the Sergeant 

and they were placed along 

the breastwork on either side 

of us. They had fixed up 

their machine gun on our 

yard wall & turned it into 

a miniature fort, pop, pop, 

popping away during the night. 

So it would have been 

un–“fort”–unate for “Johnny” 

had he tried to come over, 

and moreover he would 

have done marvels had he 

scaled the 100ft bank of 

the Waddi EJunt below us 

which as we found when laying 

the forward lines – is a dangerous 

drop, being a series of steps formed 

by natural rocks dropping 4 feet 

and more at a time. Before 

we laid the aforementioned 

forward lines ready for a stunt 

up the big Kareina Slopes, we 

told the F.O.O. at the O.P we were 

going out forward so they should 

not fire on us, and all arrived 

back without incident, as the 

snipers who frequent the hills 

at night move out of the way 

in the day time. 

Our place (stone blockhouse) was full of 

                                                         officers 

all day sheltering from the rain  

and the guard remained at  

their posts all day, keeping a 

sharp lookout, and their 
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clothes and blankets were 

wet tho’ they were obliged 

to keep them on as they had 

no shelters except that afforded 

by the stone breastworks. The 

same men are doing all night 

guard with the addition of 

remainder of their Coy’s. 

Dec 26
th

 - Guard still “standing 

to” – save one or two crouched 

in our doorway asleep. They 

had rum issued during the  

night and they needed it. 

We got some fresh meat 

and stewed it same as 

yesterday, for dinner, & had 

bread & jam for breakfast. 

No. 73 letter home. Ack 24-1-18 

We have now been at this 

outpost station 16 days and are  

obliged to sleep in our clothes 

 

(tho’ I have had two changes 

in that time) and we have to 

do our cooking a hundred yards 

behind crest of our hill & get 

water after dark. 

At about 4.30 p.m. the expected orders 

came thro to us on the phone:- 

“Payne you are having two men sent 

you this evening and you are to 

take a manpack & 4 drums of cable 

and greatcoat & bivey sheet and go 

and attach yourself & men to IFE 

tonight”…”Cpl Shepherd & Mitchelson 

to await orders. Staff for ZCAR coming 

tonight to Khurbet Hellabi where 

you have the office ready” – This 

for the orders!  Well I got my 

men later on, meanwhile I had 

made a bundle of all my other 

kit, in my blankets & labelled it 

and left it with Cpl. Shepherd, 

as well as the packs of my two men 

 

 

and after seeing about the rations 

for ourselves we went to IFE camp, 

about a mile away along the muddy 

track – by moonlight. I reported to 

the signal officer who found a  

bivey for my two men while I 

slept in the signal office. We 

December 27
th

1917 got up at 1.30 a.m. and             

                                                           each got 

a pint of tea, which was a treat. 

We helped the battn. signallers 

get their signal stuff ready:- 

instruments, flags, helios & stands, 

message forms, aeroplane signs & 

shutter, small shutter, office lamp & 

night signalling lamp & wire. We  

moved off to battle (this sounds 

like the Crusaders) about 4 a.m. and 

“waded” two abreast along the track, 

along the Wadi, and when we 

got behind Khurbet Hellabi where 

the outposts were – and our “home” 

of the 16 days previous – we had  

orders to pass the word for 

“absolute silence” – “no smoking” 

Then we went in Indian file down 

a track between Khurbet Hellabi & 

the village of Tartah and descended 

into the deep Wadi. One man slipped  

and dropped his rifle and the 

noise resounded in the silent night 

and seemed enough to give the  

alarm to the enemy. However no 

unusual shot was heard – save  

only the pop, pop, pop now and then 

of the outpost machine guns, we 

went about half-a-mile along the  

bottom of the Wadi EJunt below 

Foka village and the order was 

passed to “dump Packs” and these  

were quietly stacked  “by platoons”. Then 

we turned to our left up  a steep  

Wadi and I was told the “office” 

or first IFE halt would be 100yds 

ahead & “would I open communication” 
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So I and my two men clambered 

up the steep slope – bearing our 

cable manpack, I having left 

the end to be connected to an 

instrument by IFE (Corpl. Duckworth) 

I let out the slack where necessary 

and pointed the way as I knew 

the end of the main wire (laid 

previously) was half-a-mile on 

our left – over the crest of the  

hill. This we laid without 

disturbing Johnny Turk, and 

then when we has joined thro’ 

and got communications opened 

we went back round the side 

of the hill; and daylight just  

dawning showed that, to put 

it briefly we were first in the  

field. When we got back to 

the starting point the Battn. was 

just moving forward and at 

 

the same moment a roar of our 

batteries burst forth which overwhelmed the  

two guns that seemed all  

the Turks had on this bit of front. 

The machine guns & rifles opened 

up on both sides and a hail of  

lead “whizzed” about. We halted 

near the top of the Wadi just 

below the infantry that was now 

advancing in open order and 

moving from cover to cover as they 

pressed forward. The Turks retired  

their main forces leaving scattered 

snipers with machine guns to 

mow down our chaps when 

possible, then make a bolt for it: 

and on account of the rocky  

nature of the hills they knew our 

men were too “knocked” to catch them. 

During the day we took about 

20 prisoners and we cannot say 

the number that were killed as 

 

 

well – as the Turks are marvels 

at getting their dead away to 

bury in their Moslem way. We 

reached the summit of Kareina 

Peak at 9 a.m. by a series of “rushes” 

with I.F.F. battn. on our left. All 

the time I had the battn. in  

touch with Brigade on the 

wire, as well as the “visual” 

for emergency which the IFE 

men maintained to ZCA. 

We advanced still another 2 miles 

And took a ridge named “Hog’s 

Back”  and behind this the IFE 

Hqrs. Settled in the evening 

while the forward Companies 

took yet another ridge and  

yet another. Then after a 

most wonderfully successful 

day – a five mile advance – 

they were relieved by the “Fogs” 

 

(RIFE) to hold the position for 

the night. I had left my greatcoat 

& bivey sheet with the dump of 

packs as with my work I could 

not have carried them – so I 

got a blanket off a kit of one 

of our wounded – who had been 

taken away, the hospital – an  

action I very much disliked, 

but which I was obliged to do 

or be half frozen for the night – 

and after my two men & I had 

“drummed up” some tea and we had 

a tin of bully between us we  

stacked up some stone shelters 

from the cold wind and I “got  

down” with the IFE office men 

in case of a “dis.” After helping 

the C.O. to build one for himself, or 

rather add an extension of the 

one we had made for the “office” 

about 9 p.m. our line went “dis”  
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and I went out on it – with one 

of my men and when a good 

way off we found the camels 

had made a rough track which 

crossed our line several times 

so on their way up with rations 

they had made a nice mess of 

 it and I was obliged to phone 

for IFE to send out three men 

and relay parts of it quite 

clear of the newly- made 

track. Lt. Johnson at once offered 

to come himself & I had in 

the meantime met Lt. Withers 

from Brigade end, with Spr. Turner 

and they having their end 

I was able to join up, and get 

thro’ alright. Then working 

on the clearance of the line 

to the safety of the rocks wellaway from the 

track, I retraced 

 

my way back toward IFE and 

soon met Lt. Johnson & Sgt. McClinton 

& one man and between us 

we made a very “safe” line to 

ZCA and got back to sleep at 

about 12.30 a.m. 

December 28
th

 1917 – In the morning the 

Brig. Gen came up with his Aide-de 

Campe, & Intelligence Officer and 

our Signal Officer (Lt. Withers)  called 

one up on the ‘Phone and said “could 

I get away and follow the General 

as he was looking for a new Head- 

Quarters”? – right, I could! So I found 

him viewing the advanced country 

and I hovered around him at a  

respectable distance – He called 

me “Are you one of my Signallers?” 

“Yes Sir, at your service” – “Good, 

can you get me on the telephone 

and follow me about so I can 

speak to anyone?” “Yes, Sir, in 

 

 

a few minutes!” (I ran back 

to IFE, got ½ mile drum of wire 

in a carrier, and a telephone – 

came out again and “tied” into 

our forward line and had ‘phone 

thro’ to anybody) here you are 

Sir, Who to speak? (Gen) “Can I 

get Brigade Major?” “Yes  Sir…. 

“Bde Major on the ‘phone Sir!” 

“Good man” (remainder to Bde Maj.) 

After half- an- hour came a  

warning of operation orders 

coming……. “Now Signaller I’m off 

to establish my headquarters  

round this hill, Can you follow 

me with the telephone?” “Yes, Sir” 

(I ran out half a mile of wire 

to the place and got “open” again) 

“Oh! You’re a splendid fellow ….. No, 

don’t sit there on those hard stones” 

“That’s alright Sir, I’m used to this after 3 

years” (Gen) “And 

 

What were you doing before 

that?” “I was a compositor, Sir and 

rather removed from this sort 

of work, but I like it all the 

same!” “Yes, good! –Now get me 

“G” Staff” – “Strange ( Intelligence 

Officer) I clear the stones and make  

him comfortable, so he can have 

the telephone handy!” (his officer 

at once seats me on the General’s 

waterproof sheet) (Gen) “Hello, yes, 

Good morning!........!” (to Colonel--) 

“Here signaller have a piece of  

Chocolate!” (hands me three bars) 

“Thanks very much, Sir” --- 

“ZCAR” (answer ZCAR ERE) “Hello 

Payne”– this from Sgt. Passey (Sigmr.)“Have 

you any message form?” “Yes” 

“Right – take these operation orders” 

“Right’- go on”  “SB – KASAM –ZCA- 

PRIORITY – 118 words……..” 

(I take it down and then repeat it) 
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Then ZCAR office staff with a 

telegraphist arrives, so I hand 

over – and put another ‘phone on 

and after assisting ZCAR with 

a few lines I take my borrowed 

instrument and drum and go 

back to my adopted “crush” (IFE). 

I found them gone save one man 

and I joined their forward lines 

thro’ to ZCAR and we went 

forward and found them about  

a mile ahead – and NOT in 

communication! I at once found  

they had T’d into the wrong 

line and in five minutes put them 

thro’. When doing so I met Lt. Withers 

and at his request I put a second 

battn thro’ (RIFE).  As soon as  

I got back to my people (IFE) I’m 

hanged if they weren’t advancing 

again, so instead of a rest I 

“carried on” with them and  

 

we halted on the next 

ridge and settled for the 

night; as it must be remembered 

that this day we were only in 

reserve for RIFE. So my chaps  

“drummed up” some tea and we 

dispatched a tin of “bully” and some 

biscuits between us, and then at 

the IFE Signal Officer’s suggestion 

I took them with him & Sgt McClinton 

and two more men and we roamed 

about over the hills and picked  

up 4 drums of obsolete cable from 

positions vacated in the advance, 

and got back about 9.30 pm to 

find that all the drinking water  

was gone and no hope of getting 

any, so Lt. Johnson gave me  

his own bottleful (as he got tea 

made by the officers’ batman who 

had arrived with the ration  

party and the men’s packs) and 

 

 

so I shared this with my 

two men, and we got down 

to it, I, near the “office” – 

which was really only a pile 

of stones round an overhanging 

rock. Four times during the 

night was called by ZCAR 

to the ‘phone for orders. 

Acting on these instructions 

I got five empty drums sent  

back to ZCAR, obtained  the  

co-ordinates of our position, 

i.e., map reference, from the 

Adjudant (at 12 midnight too,  

and we were to move at 6 a.m. 

and ZCAR come in our place) 

December 29
th

-  

and met a pack cable detachment 

at 4 a.m. and guided them to a  

forward position called Ain 

Sabaih laying a main line for 

RIFE and others. On my way 

 

back I met my party who 

said my two men & my kit 

were left behind, so I went 

back for it and found 

ZCAR staff waiting to be 

guided to their more advanced 

position; so we all went on 

together and caught up with 

my infantry battn. 

near the destination and after 

seeing ZCAR chaps on the right  

track I spent the best part of  

the day in the Wadi, where 

we were in reserve. In the  

evening – the whole of the 

objectives being reached by 

our attacking battns, we 

were relieved, and the 

whole of our Brigade came 

back out of the line, relieved 

by G.D. Div. so when my battn. 

got to their “rest” camp I put 
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them in communication 

with ZCA for the last time 

and thus concluded my work 

while attached to IFE in this  

advance. I slept there with 

my two men that night and 

on December 30
th

 1917 – I returned 

to ZCA with my men – who 

then went back to their unit 

(RIFB). When I left the Commdg 

Officer (5
th

 Irish) said to me “ Well, 

Payne, so you’ve finished your 

Work with us!” – “Yes Sir” “ Well 

you’ve been an exceptional help  

to us!” “Thank you, Sir” 

got nothing but ¼ tin of bully 

for breakfast & ¼ tin for dinner 

nothing for tea. Tea twice a  

day – no drinking water. Nearly  

everyone ate their Iron Ration 

 

 

Bully for this and next day 

as for two days the rain was 

continuous & rations almost nil. 

Dec. 31
st
 - Camp on the N.W. slope 

of “HOGS BACK” the highest  

point for miles so we caught   

all the rain. They issued us 

with I tin of bully and 3 ½ biscuits 

& half loaf of bread for 1
st
 & 2

nd
 

January, and had an Iron Ration 

Rifle and Ammunition inspection 

so almost everyone shewed their 

newly issued “bully” & biscuits!! 

When our officer came to me 

he said, ”Payne, Colonel P--- 

says you did Damned well 

in the advance! and he’s  

very pleased.” “Thank you Sir” 

Steve & I drum- up on a tin of 

whale oil & grease and make 

some cocoa sans sugar or milk 

 

 

 

 

 

End of 1917 

 

see 

 

1918 A & B 
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